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Presidency To House?
Major Crisis Looms
Mother Who Inspired
Cornposer-Son Is Dead

Nixon-Humphrey
In Vote Tieup

Funeral services for Mrs.
Rachel Holden Wallace will
be held at the New Chicago
Get set for the possibility of This appears to be the picture
Church of God in Christ on
knowing who'll be our next this year.
not
10
to
6
from
8,
Nov.
Friday,
In mid-evening returns, NixPresident until next year.
p.m. The eulogy will be given
on was trailing Humphrey in
crisis,"
"Constitutional
Thomas
and
A
T.
W.
Elders
by
some call it. For almost all popular votes, while leading
Will Golden and Bishop E. W.
Americans, it is the first time, him in electoral votes.
Rodgers.
But neither Nixon nor
during
their lifetimes, that a
inthe
was
Wallace
Mrs.
Humphrey
has the 270 electorfailed
Presidential election has
spiration for her son, Rev. L.
to come up with a conclusive al votes needed for victory.
C. Henry who wrote such famThus, there are two sad specdecision.
ous songs as "Mother Bowed
tacles:
Her Head and Prayed or Me,"
The question of who will be
— The electoral college has
' "Living on Mother's Prayers,"
our next President is almost
failed
to decide the Presidenand many other songs and
certain to be thrown into the
cy.
Ipoems on account of her "deU.S. House of Representatives,'
—It is inequitable — accordvoted, truly inspiring Christian
when it convenes Jan. 3.
ing to some — for the electoral
life."
House members will vote, by college not to give victory to
r Mrs. Wallace, who lived at
states, on whether Democraticl the man who has gtten the
1315 N. Decatur, died in her! RACHEL HOLDEN WALLACE Presidential candidate Hubert
most popular vote.
last Saturday ,
home
early
H. Humphrey, Republican Pre- As a result of the confusion
2.
Nov.
her
,
morning,
Chrysler Motors in Detroit;
sidential candidate Richard M. and possible inequities resultA native of Liberty, Miss., stepdaughters, Mrs. Margaret Nixon, or American Indepening from this year's Presidenshe came to Memphis in the Seawood, teaches at Florida dent candidate George C. Waltial election, it is likely that
early 1930's with two young Elementary; and Mrs. Gearl-,lace will be the next President.
there will soon be pressure for
sons. Later was married to dine Reamey, was a reThe Senate will make a sim- the electoral-college system to
Sidney Wallace, a Memphian. ceptionist in a dental office;
ilar choice between Democrat- be scrapped by U.S. Constitu"Mother Wallace," as she , and her stepson, Sidney Wal-i
ic Vice Presidential candidate tional amendment.
was called by many, was a lace, Jr., is a Memphis postCritics of the electoral colEdmund Muskie, Republican
member of the Moldentown man.
Vice
Presidential
candidate lege would like to have the
Church of God in Christ since
Other survivors are two sis-I Spiro Agnew, and American President
elected by popular
moving to Memphis, and her ters, Mrs. !viable Gore of De- 1
Independent candidate Curtis' vote — the same way Amerihumble, Christian life caused troit and Miss Idella Holden,
LeM ay.
cans elect their U.S. Repremany people to emulate her. of New Orleans; Six brothers,
sentatives and Senators.
She felt it her duty to give Obie Holden, Elder C. J. Hol- The elections will likely have In
the meantime, Americans
to
be
decided
in
Congress
beher children an education. As den and Otis Holden, Memcause none of the candidates are faced by the prospects of
MaHenry
result,
her
Mason,
a
daughter,
Paul
Mrs.
phis;
Strike Talks — Jesse Epps ees union, is shown above with old hospital strike. The City thousand strong hospital union
appears to be getting a majori- two months of uncertainty, as
(right) a representative of the city councilman James Netters contends that no settlement has agreed to standfast until Velma W. Jones, is a teacher son and Goldie Mason, of De- ty of the electoral votes. Two the question of who will occupy
and
American Federation of State, discuss ways of bringing about can be reached until the strik- their demands are met. (Staff at Booker T. Washington High troit; eight grandchildren
electoral the nation's highest position reseventy
School; her son, Rev. L. C. five-grandchildren, and other hundred
main in doubt.
County and Municipal Employ- negotiations in the two-month era return to work. The one Photo)
win.
to
needed
are
votes
Henry, is a supervisor with relatives and friends.
The nation's foreigjs relations
That one or another of the and Uornestic
I,•
policies are
Presidential candidates grt a
doomed to remain up in the
plurality — or even a majority
air. Americans will not have
— of the nation's votes does the
security of knowing who
according
to
the
matter,
not
will be their next President.
U.S. Constitution's 12th AmendAnd, for the first time in rement, which establishes the
cent history, they will not have
manner of choosing a Presithe opportunity of feeling confident and Vice President.
dent that the Ameriacn people
1,000 employees of the City tots began admitting patients
According to the Constitution, Rave chosen the man who is to
of Memphis Hospital Complex on Monday. Private hospitals
the President is elected by govern them.
continued their eight week old agreed to continue the handling
electoral votes from each state.
strike as City Council James of emergency care of the inBy adding each state's numNetters, acts as mediator.
digent for an indefinite period.
ber of U.S. Senators (two) to
The main problems now faca state's number of U.S. Reping the city is to find a donor Jesse Epps said, "We are
resentatives,
you can figure
who will give $50,000 to pay the hoping and praying for a soluhow many electoral votes that
are
always
ready
We
tion.
andi
The T e n nessee National
strikers for three weeks, while
state has.
Guard is now accepting ento restore l ailable for negotiations."
the city attemptsav
the
candidate
who
gets
The
listment of young men between
Odell Horton made it clear i tsALT
the City Hospitals to their
most votes in each state gen- the ages of 17 and a half and
that it would not be necessary
prestrike condition,
erally gets all that state's 18 and a half who want to
The hospital situation took , to hire any additional nurses
electoral votes.
fulfill their military obligations
an unusual twist as John Gas-to keep city hospitals operatA second running candidate and more information may be
ton and Frank Tobey hosiki ing.
gets no credit for the votes he obtained by visiting the Nagot in a state. Thus, it is pos- tional Guard Armory on CenThe Memphis Little Theatre, The play will be presented
in cooperation with the Associ- at any school which requests
Three men were murdered original location, Brown told sible for a candidate to be tral for more details.
elected President even though
In order to be accepted, the
ation for Childhood Education, it.
last Friday gight in separate police that Hill said that he
Project in Arts, is embark- The project started out at
was not satisfied that the ring he did not get a majority of enhstee must not be currentand
died
within
an
incidents
ly enrolled in school. A high
had been bought from that the popular vote.
ing on a new program. Mrs. Bruce Elementary on Monday,
James Lindy, education chair- Oct. 28, and is scheduled to hour at St. Joseph Hospital. store, and grabbed his wallet It is also possible ft ao one school education is not requirman for MLT. and Miss Sue be shown at Grahamwood Their assailants' weapons in- after saying he had to see the to win the Presidential elec- ed, so boys who ar- no longer
Landrum Rother, chairman of Elementary on Friday, Nov. 8, eluded a pistol, a knife and a reciept before paying off the tion, if no candidate gets a in school are encouraged to
majority of the electoral votes. join up.
debt.
ACE!, have begun the pilot and Florida Elementary School brick.
Brown said he stopped the.
art, on Friday, Nov. 15, at 1 p.m., Joseph Levi Green, 27, of
i ntroduce
project to
427 Beale st.. Apt. 1, was seat- car, found a brick, and struck
the elementary
to
drama
. ed at a table in the Green Hill on the head with it.
schools.
Front Cafe at 49 Gayoso when
The victim was beaten about
The first p 1 a y "Fortune,
an unidentified man entered the head at 4:30 p.m., and
Flowers," by Patricia Clapp,' 1.,)
and shot him in the stomach. died at the hospital at 8:40
adapted by Mrs. Kirke Lewis,!
, The bullet entered his body p.m.
concerns a little girl whose
I
just above the navel.
Brown' was arraigned in
fortune sought her.
He was carried to St. Jo- City Court on the murder
The production will include
for Balm seph Hospital where he died charge on Monday morning.
five different forms of drama, Funeral services
editor at 8:35. The shooting oc- He pleaded not guilty and
each telling a part of the Lee Leaven, 58-year-old
newspa- curred at 6:15 p.m. Police Judge Bernie Weinman set
story in its own medium. It of the New Crusader
Chicago, were are still investigating the case. his bond at 52,500.
will start with a teacher, with per published in
Oct. 30, An argument about the value
Victim number three, who
whom the students are famil- held on Wednesday,
DeliverChurch
of
died
at 8:50 in St. Joseph was
First
at
the
spark
ring
provided
the
of
a
forms
five
jar, explaining the
ance with the Rev. Clarence which ended in the brick slay- Robert Gatewood, 42, of 178
to the students.
Mg of Floyd Hill, 42, of 1442 Greenlaw.
She will remain on stage dur. Cobb presiding.
Officers said G atewood
Warford st.
saw
his
Leave',
who
Mr.
The
ing the entire performance.
was seated in a cafe at 647
Officers said Sidney Brown,
students have been asked to one-page sheet grow into a
a
circulation 22, of 2225 Hunter st., was
with
make some of the flowers which tabloid
(See Page 2)
they will see used as props. of almost 31,000, died at the wearing a ring with what he
said was mounted with a diaThe actresses, all volunteers, Michael Reese Hospital.
will set the stage while the stu- As a publisher, he led cru- mond, and which he said he
dents watch and listen to the sades for better employment had purchased from a Main
CONVENAT
of the Tennessee Regular explanations,
SPEAKS
opportunities for the black Street jeweler when Hill of- op
Baptist Convention. ElectTION — Dr. Sandy F Ray
Music for the performance community and was a leader fered to bet him that he was
ed a vice president of the
right, gave the final adOPPORTUNITY KNOCKS
will be "To Life" from the on issues pertaining to their lying about it
LaRose Elementary School
of the food and laundry
National Baptist Conven- play, "Fiddler on the Roof." welfare.
dress at the final session
After puttiag up a bet of will celebrate American Edu- —Charles Monger, left, opchains. Granting Mr. Montion USA. Inc.. at the re- The cast includes Mesdames His survivors are his wife, twenty dollar; the two men cation Week next Sunday, Nov. ened a Loeb's Barbecue
of the twentieth annual
ger a Machine was a decent convention in Atlanta, Pat Abbott, James Cherry, Mrs. Dorothy G. Leave!!; a drove t the Main Street shop 10, with open house from 3 to
Tennessee Regular Baptist
and Chicken restaurant at
parture Niko the usual, beDr. Ray is pastor of the
Cony ention
Educational
William Gossett, James Law- son, Antonio Kevin Leavell, where Brawn claimed he had 6 p.in.
the corner of Lauderdale
cause be is being permitted
Cornerstone Baptist Church
last Friday night at the
son, Kirke Lewis, Frederic three; a daughter, Genice bought the ring, and a clerk The observance will be one and S. Parkway last Frito operate without putting
in Brooklyn, N.Y., and pres- Rivers, W. 0. Speight, Jr., Diane Leave!!, two; and three confirmed that the purchase of the school's biggest efforts day, and here he is seen
Hill Chapel Baptist Church.
up matey and will pay for
ident of the
Empire A. W. Willis and Mrs. Lindy sons and a daughter by an had been made there.
He is seen here with Rev.
of the year to get parents in- signing the agreement with
the
installation
out of
State Convention.
A. E. Campbell, president
filling in when needed.
earlier marriage.
While riding back to the volved in the school.
William Loeb, sole owner
hoped-for earnings.

Netters, Epps To
Begin Mediations

Crime Rate Soars Here
As Five Are Murdered
To Introduce Art

Drama To Local Schools

National Guard
Seeking Recruits

'Bricks, Knives Used
For Murder Weapons

pa l m Leavell
s Buried

LaRose To Hold

en House Sunday

Welcome

Delegates To 61st Annual COGIC Convocation
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TEEN TOWN TOAST —
2,
N o vember
Saturday
marked the first of the
Memphis Teen Ton Toast
leprograms, held at
m ne_ou ens College Student Union Bailee& The

program was produced by
Jo Bridges 'Positive Public
Relatioes.' Students danced
to the latest hit records
as Chris •Loseman"Purner
'did his thing'. The first
production has a salute to

Booker T. Washington High
School. Next week Cypruss
Junior High School will be
honoree. Photo by Ernest
Withers)

MISS BERTRAND HIGH
SCHOOL, Diana Kaufman
is shown above with her
escort Carlos Spragling,
Bertrand's home
during
coming celebration at Melrose stadium. Miss Kaufman is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Kaufman, Jr. of 1216 E. Mallory.
(not, by Ernest Withers)
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the panties preacher
Research has shown that its
methods have led, among other
from $300 to $500, and on suagainst Negroes. For example,
until recently a speech test for
the licensing of teachers was
appliNegro
required—and
ruled
reportedly
cants were
so-called
of
out because
their
"Southernisms" in
this is the one institution that
Board ference by the mayor."
by the
Actions
deliberate
of
plans;
gregation
city."
northern
large
speech.
.other
School
"The New York City
The Board of Examiners con- would have to be radically
critical analysis oft delay and vacillation in the which seem to be serious and
system is the nightmare to- In this
And until the past few years
:KEN
New York City School sys- face of cross-pressures from concerned are really delaying tends for first place with the changed for any meaningful
SOJOT
the
ward which many others are tme. Dr. Rogers—who re- civil rights, moderate, and tactics—long public hearings Board of Education as villain reforms to be effective. In Negro teachers were reluctant
SEERS
itiki
WOW
moving," writes David Rogers searched this book while he opposition groups; and of inef- often resulting in inaction; thing s, to discrimination fact, a 1966 New York Uni- to take the test for promo- I
TECHNICOLOR
preparawhich
and
STREET,
planning
positions.
committees
versity Report recommended tion to supervisory
in 110 LIVINGSTON
studies and
was senior research sociolo- fective
the examinawhich will be published by gist at the Center for Urban tion for the programs it finally are rarely followed up; and that administers
that the Board of Examiners Their reasons were that they
plus
the hiring of outside experts tions for teaching, supervis- be abolished and that a per- thought the Board of ExamRandom House November 8. Education in New York City, Implemented."
sonnel commission be institut- iners would not pass them any- MISSION FOR A KILLER
"If public education fails in a research and development Dr. Rogers cites example and consultants who develop ory and staff positions.
are
that
lans
p
the
innovative
way
by
chartered
to recruit teachers.
Dr.
Board's
ed
According
to
Rogers,
the
after
continues
of
laboratory
example
he
City,
York
New
unwi llingness to never used.
"there is a serious question New York State Board of Re- stubborn
whether it can succeed in any gents and set up under a move in accord with social de- "The Board follows a numher of codes that reinforce its1
grant from the U.S. Office of mends,
that Open
contends
e n r ollment, school weaknesses. These codes inEducation
public education has failed, pairings, education parks and !dude not meddling in adminboth in the education of the complexes all were crippled istration: moving only after
schoolchildren and in the im- by
limited
Implementation, a consensus and making a
(Continued From Page ii
plementation of any kind of poor planning and chaos in public posture of unanimity:
desegre4ation.
the schools where the programs not
with
civil
bargaining
Firestone with his wife and school
were
effect,
in
rights
groups,
especially
the
existing
the
that
urges
He
exother friends, and after
A group of white parents in militants; maintaining tight,
be
s t r ucture
cusing himself he returned to bureaucratic
find a woman talking with his scrapped and that school de- Queens is still waiting for the centralized control over policy
centralization be implemented Board to act on its proposal making, rather than giving lowife.
for educational complexes in cal boards some powers; not
Witnesses .:aid he told the immediately.
the
parts of central and southeast offending
p rofessional
his
based
has
Rogers
Dr.
my
woman to "get out of
'
Queens.
too many
by
izt4
staff
bringing
VHS
in'er1,200
than
way.- and when she refused study on more
Eugene PION
The Board waited three and outside consultants to develop
views with school officav.s,
he stabbed her.
HARRY INELAFONTE
one
years
and
half
new
before
maintainrecog-)
programs:
g r oup leaders, city
The woman pulled a knife civic
WNW/ NIANCIN
LANA CANTRELL
ON PIA amebas. .
and ' nizing the recommendations ing their autonomy as a state
prof essionals
from her blouse and stabbed agency
the
of
school
Allen
steering
Report
by
clear
for
agency
of
ONNONE
eec
at
MIN NERO
a tte ndance
Gatewood in the chest. He politicians;
•..
P political involvement and inter-'
desegregation.
ARTHUR MEDLIN
began beating her with a bot- numerous public and private
LEOPITTNE MCI!
SIOSTON POPS
press
of
analyses
Cher et Man and Sops
tle, and he cnased her until ' meetings;
of St. Thelma
NORTON 601.41.13
New Afro Wigs $24.15
Einsaadat Ctarsh
he collapsed on the sidewalk coverage: and a review of
and HU Owitanara
evaluations, program
Memphis oldest and Largest Wig•Shop. All 100M
board
in front of the cafe.
THE ROBERT SHAW CHORALE
IL NWT
out side I
and
human h *r uarantee. Permanently curled wig. 19.15
•
Gatewood and the women descriptions
seicim cciaLEC TORS E CATION
were carried to St. Joseph in studies of schools.
the same ambulance. She is He suggests that a bureauWIGLETS S7.90
recovering from injuries and cratic pathology which preWIGS $19.75
innovation
of
kind
murder
any
with
charged
vents
will be
and reform pervades the entire
when released.
LONG KINKY WIGS $24.95
Last week was one of the I New York City school sysLONG FALLS $39.60
bloodies of the year with five tem and education systems
LONG
NAND MADE WIGS $59.95
persons victim ,- of homicides. throughout the country.
several
were
that
victims
charges
other
The two
Yet he
.B.C. Charge All. Or use our
white and included a bus components within these sick
BANKAMERICARkeevenieet Cearge Plat or
driver who was shot to death structures must share the reLa y A.w ay. Expert Styling S3.50
behind the %heel of his bus sponsibility for the failure—in
and the wife of a wealthy New York he places most of
Clean SLY)
Mississippi planter who was the blame squarely on the
duty
Board of Cosmetology
on
Tem.
learticLan
licensed
slain near th-ir 5100.000 home Board of Education and t h e
in, East Mem r..his.
central administrative bureauPolice are seeking a young cracy.
Negro reportedly seen running "The Board's strategy for
from the bus after residents of handling controversial innovations like desegregation has
the area heard shots fired.
The woman, mother of 10, been one of caution and minichildren ranging in ages from mal action, hoping not to alienLet this superb RCA Victor album add to your family's merriment this holiday season
seven to 21, was shot by her ate the large block of white
while you prepare for an even brighter Christmas next year. It's yours for just $1 when
husband, who wounded himself parents and school officials
fearful of compulry desein the leg before his arrest.
you join our 1969 Christmas Club.
FILM DEBUT — The 25
members of the all-Negro
10th Cavalry equestrian organization from Los An-

geles recreate the original cavalry unit in the
1860s when they appear as
"The Buffalo Soldiers" in

NBC-TV's coiorcast of "The
High Chaparral Friday,
Nov. 22 (7:30-8:30 p.m.
PST & EST; 6:30-7:30 pm
CST).

New York City Schools A Nightmare: Scientist

,

alik
Cleafmttuf
.CaltolutiSc..3

Crime

OAd31

get thig season)61ig1ilegt

stikas c9116uni.

fonxibr $1.00

...when you join First NationalS1969 Christmas Club.

EAST MEMPHIS

NEW FORD CAR & TRUCK HD9TRS.

NOBODY Walks Away!
NEW CAR TRADE-INS

'67 Merc. $2395 '61 FL 500 $1895
air. V.I.
Cruis•-n. whit. aid. NVT'i
Mei,
iir.e. and wheel rAVPr•,
17.00n actual rnil.e.
-ry
far •,
power atroring

C-.aer

'61 Cher.. $2395
Super sport convertible.
bucket seats, power, fartory air, automatic. "chi..
side wall tires. and wheel
covers.

'64 FL 500 $1195
sport coupe. bucket ses••
-'ory air. power
4s• -0 - Matt,.
whe,
is •nd white
ea tiros

'63 Plym. $546s°

2-door hardtop. V-S. autornatie. radio, white side
wall tires end wheel covers

'65 LTD. . $1595
2 door hardt-p. V-A. a.itontatic. radio, factory
air, vinyl top white side
wall tire,. end wheel Covers.

'64 Olds. . $1295

3 door hardtop I eylinder.

You'll go better refreshed with ice-told Coca-Cola. Coke
has the taste you never get tired of. Always refreshing.That's
why things go better with Coke after Coke after Coke.

'66 Merc $1195
Mnntriair 4 rIonr sorlan
factory air. power. automatic. Whita aid• wall
tires and wheel corers.

501) 2 door hardtop V R
Cruise -0 -Math% factory
air, radio. whit. Me well
Ursa and wheel covers

Customer Service Dept.
First National Bank of Memphis
P. 0. Box 84, Memphis, Tenn. 38101
I wish to open a Christmas Club Account. Enclosed is a
check for my first payment. Please mail me a coupon book
for the amount of weekly payment which I have indicated.
SELECT
ONE
0
0.

C:1

NOBODY Walks Away!

0
0
0

YOU
DEPOSIT
$ .50
1.00
2.00
3.00
5.00
10.00

YOU
RECEIVE
i 25.00

Every Week
Every Week
Every Week
Every Week
Every Week ..........
Every Week

Name
Address
City and State

Zip

In signing this card I hereby agree to the rules and regulations as set forth in the Christmas Club Book, and
further agree that the Bank may deduct a charge of SOC
from my account in the event that I fail to complete all
the payments prior to the maturity of the club.

somo
MAO
MAO
25111.60
591100

SIGNATURE OF MEMBER

2450 SUMMER al HOLLYWOOD

better
With

Open

Coke,
Settled weer us aueseette ag,The Cs

'66 Gal'xie $1695

HERFF FORD

things go

To open your Christmas Club Account by mail, fill out and send coupon.

NS 4 door i;41,
1,.1p.
:nailed with power. air
end all the Goodly.

A good ens. (Th•ap.

'66 Must. $1445

What handier way to save! All you do is decide how much money you'll want for Christmas shopping next November. Then each week for the next 50 weeks you simply deposit
a specified amount in your Christmas Club account (we even furnish a book of coupons
as a reminder). And almost before you know it, there's a big, fat Christmas Club check
waiting for you ...just in time to make next Christmas the merriest Christmas ever.
Sign up for Christmas Club now at any of our 29 First National Bank offices, or use the
handy coupon below to open your account. And when you do, be sure to take advantage
of our exclusive record offer. "Christmastime in Carol and Song" is a 12" LP album,
available for only $1.00, including tax. A great value. And a great record ... 36 minutes
of your favorite Christmas carols and classics sensitively performed by 11 leading artists.
This special collector's edition is available only at First National. Our name doesn't appear
on either jacket or record, so it makes an ideal gift for relatives and friends.
Offer expires December 31, 1968, so come in for your album now while the supply lasts.

lie Setedeed bve

Nifes 'Til 1 P.M.

458-1151

FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF MEMPHIS
mfatioca itwoasaft VI UseS Ft.DtaAl

DEPOSIT INSUSAP/CE GOSPOdd TOON

ist
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Eastman Kodak Reveals 1968
Aid-To-Education Program

tional institutions, and to as
sociations of colleges and universitles, in states where Ko- iPat sutler Tray. Get 044-1.1., In seconds
s
dak has ma.jor manufacturing ;7::12:11,•,;.. (es...
612
4FA •••
OA-JEL.
do—ese
as
do
units. Examples are the Ens-,"WA
,mm
m acnrstt
y rn
r
c .
lists. Au pnara
pire State Foundation of
dependent Liberal Arts Col- ot
leges, the Affiliated lndepen
dent Colleges of Tennessee, and
the South Carolina Foundation
of Independent Colleges.

00T HAC H R
;
4- .0-jer

Company marked for educational insti- the liberal arts or educational
Kodak
Eastman
will contribute $4.3 million tutions in areas where the programs of particular inunder its 1968 educational aid company has major manufac- teres tto the company. Use of
program, the company an- Wring plants and for certain the funds is determined by
organizations concerned with the school.
flounced today.
3) Contributions to otoher imSince the start of the sixties, higher education.
OTHER CONTRIBUTIONS
educational organianportant
and
involved,
"Motivated,
the value of Kodak's contribuThe scope of Kodak's pro
are
watchwords
committed
as the United Ne',ions
such
has
tions to higher education
gram has increased through
that express the attitudes found
totaled about $23.5 million.
gro College Fund, the Council
it
This
the
year
inyears.
Included in the 1968 amount,A0 a great degree in the men'eludes $2.8 million distributed
for the Advancement of Small
provided!and women coming from our
is
which
part of
as follows:
Colleges and the Council for
Willsaid
campuses,"
theination's
from current earnings and
1) Contributions to organiza- finnciaj Aid to Education.
rom funds previously lam S. Vaughn, Kodak chair- dons concerned
baihnce from
with higher
young adults,
set aside for educational par- maneducation in the health fields
preceedhave
who
others
like
poses, are these categories:
for example, the National Fund;
Some $364,200 in unrestricted ed them, are endowed with de- for Medical Education the Nadirect grants goes to 78 pri_ termination and ability. Their tional Fund f o r
Graduate!
vately supported colleges and avowed mission is to make Nursing Education, the Ameri.!
is.
it
he
than
better
universities.
has can fund for Dental Educe.'
management
The sum of $281,000 in re. "Kodak
dation for Pharmaceutical Edu-eduimpact
the
realized
search grants is awarded to long
ca2t1)
such
developing
in
has
selected college and universityjcation
educa°Ii•Contributions
graduate departments of chem- resourceful individuals. With
cornother
and
program
istry, physics, chemical en- tbis
gineering, and business man- mitments, it is our hope to
only
agement. Incluled for the sec-fulfill a responsibility not
industry.
at Memphis Stets
ond time are five grants to to education and
support graduate training and but to society."
research in the field of teacher DIRECT GRANTS
A total of 78 privately supeducation.
b••••• Ione
A total of $790,00 is alio- portedl colleges and universities
Olnew lie.”*.sivea.
cated in part for capital-ini-ishare in direct grants valued'
Mcrtinees $4.5014
provement programs at eight at $364,250. The grants are
institutions and in part for based on the graduates from
Fri. and Sat. $5.50‘
special grants, mostly of $5,000Ithese insitutions who joined
Tues. Thrti Son.:$5.00
each, to 14 colleges that em-IKodak within five years after
Smaday Matinee 2
phasize the liberal arts andlgraduation and are presently
P.Mipo
Tie ',tesi A.64,0(6111 01111.•1
of
cornyears
five
completing
programs.
certain other
conKodak
More than $2.8 million in!pany employment.
contributions is ear-'each, to 14 schools emphasizing
other

Save a bundle!
Lease trucks from
CARL CARSON!

to

ONE-MAN ART SHOW —
Artie Art Department of Le Moyne-Owen College will
present Luther Hampton of
Memphis in a one-man art

show, Nov. 11-22, in the
Hollis F. Price Library.
Mr. Hampton, 25, is a
graduate of Booker T.
High Scholl
Washington

Work Of Local Artist
Will Go On Display

and has served in the
Navy. The exhibit, composed of paintings and wood
carvings, will be open to
the public.

Libraries Will
Be Shut All Day
This Friday

FRONT ST. THEATRE

SHOf Bog

imentrame

Art
—
of taught, will exhibit his paintDepartment
The
9-4„es.
4
-.1.ent.47-.471..6•
,
s4,-.C.
,
0,siees-e-e-nCessifense..ence
4
,
2seess,g7s.4pswiSs...pesdOndos
LeMoyne-Owen College will ings and wood carvings. He Al! city and county public Iipresent a one-man art show,jhas been called "a natural" braries will be closed Friday
November 8. The over 200!.
Nov. 11-22, featuring the worksIby art critics.
'full-time staff will spend the
of a young Memphian, Luther!
Bookeriday at the Main Library and
Hampton, 25, of 494 East He is a graduate of
part
Schooljat North Branch
High
Washington
,T.taking
Gage
in
years
four
nearly
spent
land
•
in the Library Systems AnThe exhibit will be on dmreturn- nual Staff Meeting. Providing
play in the Alumni Room ofIthe Navy. He has just
Memphis after living better service to city and counthe Hollis F. Price Library led to
Decatur, ty residents is the major puraccording to Joseph Smith, as. several months in
-ose of the Institute. Jack M.
sociate professor of art at the TIIHe won several prizes at art Parks, branch officer for the
college.
First National Bank of Memexhibits in Decatur.
Mr. Smith said he is at- He will place about 14 paint- phis, will key-note this with
.- I ings and 12 carvings on dis- clues to improving human retempting to promote an in
terest in the arts among
lations.
pl
dents of the community sueHampton
Louis
But the future of the public
rounding the college. The show' His father,
of 1065 McDowell, is a well- library in large metropolitan
will be open to the public.
!areas will also be considered.
Mr. Hampton, who is self- known upholsterer.
- To present possibilities and
alternatives will be Mr. Ralph
udibrercatoryr
ITtil:elliDriegt,rof.7
Public
s'
c
one of the largest systems in
:he United States. Retired.
Mr. Ulveling is presently on
the staff of the Department!
of Library Science, Wayne
State University, in Detroit.

Now that you've fallen for his

line, we think you'll fall for ours.
Your
Wedding
Deserves to be•••
PHOTOGRAPHED

in Natural Color...
for
Only natural color
can preserve this
memorable event in
all its brilliance
This is where to
come when you're
through playing
games
FREE

.
:f
opic,
ama
ricanDr
A
Of 5western Lecture

Mrs. Delphine Sisay from Daily Mail, as well as serving I Custodial staff, meeting at
Sierra Leone, Africa will lec- as television producer and in- Ithe North Branch Library, will
ture on "Contemporary Afri- ternational manager of Tuma !receive practical help on fire
1963 to
can Drama" at 8:00 p.m., Productions. From
'fighting, safety and maintenThursday, November 7 in the 1965 she was regional inforance of buildings from memAfrica.
for
officer
Adult Education Center at, mation
under
bers of the Memphis Fire DeCollege
Southwestern
She holds a bachelor of arts
the sponsorship of the SouthMemph is-Shelby;
partment,
degree from Nottingham Uni.
western Department of Drama.
Council, and
Safety
County
journalin
certificate
a
versity,
the
to
open
The lecture is
from the Regent Street the Central Chemical Comism
public at no charge.
Polytechnic School, and a di- pany.
The author of two novels, ploma in French language and
L'Alliance
from
a collection of poems, and literature
numerous newspaper columns, Francaise—Paris. She also has
Mrs. Sisay was a columnist been an interpreter and served
from 1958 to 1963 for the Daily five years with the Nigerian
Express of London and the Broadcasting Corporation.
Nigerian Morning Post in LaHer special interests are
gos, Nigeria.
contemliterature,
African
From 1965 to 1967 she was porary African arts, and Afri
columnist for the Sierra Leone; can art and culture.

the groovy granny
Grannie's oxford never had it so bold—pinked,
perfed, stack-heeled. extenion-soled. Upper of
saddle tan leather. stitched and laced in black.
Great young QualiCraft footing for just Z99

gakeA

GUEST BOOK WITH MINIMUM
WEDDING ALBUM ORDER WITH THIS AD.

-

11 N.

laurel Wood
105 S. Mai. St.
Southland Mall
White Haven Plaza

Continental Photographers
236 So. Danny Thomas

Phone 526-8397

Nail

St.

Fashion Show Benefits
Sickle Cell Research
C ope runner-up.
Members o f t he
Social Club, a Federated ortheir All of the models were outganization, p r esented
standing, and those who worked
fashion
third annual benefit
the drive were presented
in
show at Club Rosewood on gifts.
27.
Oct.
Sunday,
The narrator for the fashion
was
Malone
Ruby
Mrs.
show was Rufus Thomas. a crowned "Miss COPE Social."
member of the staff of Radio
were
the
guests
Among
Station WDIA.
Frank Anthony.
Proceeds from the affair Officers of the Cope Social
will be used in the Sickle club are Mrs. Ladye L. Stokeat
program
Cell Research
ly, president; Mrs. Amanta
the University of Tennessee
Steele, vice president; Mrs.
Medicine.
of
School
Wikams, treasurer;
Representing the UT Re- Classie
Nezzie Heath, chairman
search staff were Dr. L. W. Mrs..
of Sick Committee; Mrs, Ruby
Diggs. Dr. Luis Bareras and
L. M a I one, chairman of
Mrs. John Tate, RN.
Finance Committee; Thelma
Fall fashions were featured Broone, chairman of Social
in the show, and Mrs. JudylCommittee; M r s. Katherine
Gilliam, co-chairman
Eiland was the star modeA,!Thelma
with Mrs. Bettie Rounds as the !of the Sick Committee.

Trade And Save More Than Ever On Fine
Watches During This Event
We'll Give You An Extra Large Trade-In Allowance For Your Old Watch
Every watch purchase is guaranteed
both by the manufacturer
and by Perel & Lowenstein

Perel & Lowenstein always carries

Featured In Birthday Sale

ELGIN
17-Jewel Watches

a supply of genuine, factory
parts for all major brand watches

An outstanding groop of 1 7- Iewel men's ond

ladies' dress or sports watches. There are water- proof*, dust-resistant, shock-resistant, calendar
and pendant models
some with diamonds.

HOEHN HAS GOT IT!
Your Choice At One Low Price

95
•
& LOWENSTEIN DOWNTOWN STORE
PEEL
144 South Main - Memphis, Tennessee

TWO BEST PLACES TO GET—
MORECARfORYOURIONEY!
SET
40111 TO

• Watormiroof

& crysial• ettmaln Intact.

rori

Trj

SUBURBAN STORES IN
.Lamar Airways
.Northgate

Southland Mall
Poplar Plaza

IL FEB. '69
THS TO PAY

367 Ur-um,
527-4471
7989 Summer
323-5594

•

I
•

••••

P
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Banquet To Highlight West Tenn. Conference
Outlines Coming Events
Church's Centennial

Tabernacle Baptist
Ministers Appointed
Set For Women s Day
Equality
To 'Projects

The West Tennessee Conf- to be held at the Ward Chapel
Annual Women
The year-long centennial ob- seat a check for $500 to the ; erence
Day will serve as mistress of cereB r anch
Missionary AME Church. The theme will
be
celebrated
servance at Second Congrega- United Church of Christ.
Taber- monies for the afternoon.
at
the
Society
met last Saturday be "The History of Thanksreligious
REv. Clyde of parti cipating
tional Church, 764 Walker. will
Another $500 check will be afternoon, Nov 2, at the St. giving." The guest speaker nacle Baptist Church at 1682 Guests will be members of CHICAGO
Kendale at. on Sunday, Nov. the congregations of Friend- H. Miller. Jr. was named institutions to equal opportube highlighted with a banquet presented by the church to James AME Church, and Mrs.
will be Rev W. E. Mitchell, 10.
The
will
theme
at 7 p.m., Monday, Nov 11 Le Moyne-O wen, Sunday, Dec. Thelma G. Hooks, the presibe ship Baptist Churches, Georgia national director of Project nity in all aspects of employ.
pastor of Ssulter's Chapel "Woman's
Responsibility in Avenue and Vollentine Street. Equality, a nationwide, inter- ment. Nearly 200 religious
in the LeMoyne-Owen College 8, during the college's special dent, was in charge.
AME, Church at Dyersburg, Today's
all faiths participate
Changing World."
student center.
Sunday at the church.
The women of Tabernacle religious effort to put the bodies of
Coming events were outlined Tenn.
and
goods
of
churches Suppliers
of
power
economic
also
Baptist
Church
and included the Institute to Because of the acute shortThe Rev John Charles !Ccinvite
The guest speaker for the
churches, syna
to
services
drive
the
behind
synagogs
and
be held in Louisville, Ky., and age of Institute yearbooks, a program at 3 p.m. will be their many friends to attend
kle, pastor of the church, said
employment oppor- gogs, parishes and their rethe joint meeting of the Youth reorder
speaker for she occasion will
nu- Mrs. Ophelia Flowers, a mem- and enjoy the Women's Day for equal
m ade;
was
lated schools, hospitals and
tunities.
them.
program
with
be Dr. Ben Mohr Herbster of
Conference
were ber of the Friendship Baptist
merous comm ittees
other institutions are asked to
.
The Society's next meeting formed, and
New York City, president of.
Mrs. M. R. Brooks is chairnecessary ar- Church, Georgia Avenue.
Rev. Miller, 40, ordained
fill out
will
man of Women's Day, and Mrs.
the United Church of Christ.
be
held
at Brown's rangements made to carry out
Church of Christ pledge, then report their racial
Conducting the devotion will Georgia
The speaker will be introducB. London co-chair- the United
Chapel AME Church in Union, the work program for the
be Mrs. Portis N. Jones, a
deputy director and toe...,a job
formerly
was
loicysmentot
fairst
-eamtipst
man.
Tenn., in August 1989.
ed by Edwin C. Jones. Bennie
year.
joining the PE. Business firms also are
member of Friendship Baptist
Before
PE.
of
Rev. Rogers Pruitt, Sr., is
L. Jenkins, well-known tenor,
Besides the consideration of Mrs. Hooks is president of
Church, Vollentine,
of this asked to outline their affirpastor of Tabernacle Baptist program in February
numerous projects of the So- the Society, Mrs. Sara Garrett
will render two numbers.
executive secre- mative actions and to undergo
was
he
year,
Mrs.
Osaie W. Carter will Church.
ciety, plans were made for Episcopal s u p ervisor, and
Others scheduled to appear
tary of the Church Federation periodic
merit
employment
Thanksgiving
on the program are Dr. Peter
Day
services Mrs. F. R. LaMarr reporter.
of Greater Chicago's depart- compliance reviews similar to
Cooper, Roscoe W. Overton,
ment of Christian education. those conducted by the federal
Mrs. Caine L. Stevens, Mrs.
He succeeds Thomas H. Gib- government
Helen Prater the Rev. S. A.
bons, Jr. as national director, Cooperating businesses are
Owen, Dr. Hollis F. Price, the
who initiated the program then listed in a buyers' guide,
Rev. Lloyd 0. Barker and the
four year-5 ago through the distributed to the religious bodRev. Henry L. Starks.
National Catholic Conference ies, who in turn favor those
Dr. Herbster will deliver ;
the church's 100th anniversary
for Interracial Justice. Gibbons listed firms.
tremains on the NCCIJ staff Nationally, some 4,000 firms
sermon at 11 a.m., Sunday,
Dr. Robert G. Lee well
Nov. 10, at which time memdirector of the department are listed in the 1968 guide.
The wishes of a dying man should send contributions to known minister, author and
DR. B. M. HERBST=
bership of the church will pre-,
of employment services,
Rev. Miller is a graduate
are being fulfilled as First Mrs. W. S. Vance, 1112 Twelfth pastor emeritus of Bellevue
of Talladega (Ala) College and
board
Annual
a
Homecoming
is
Miller
Rev.
to
Day
and
Baptist
Church
in
Brownsville, Avenue. Humboldt, Tennes- Baptist Church, was the third
before coming
prayers
Rededication Day will be ob- member of the Illinois Conf- Chicago Theological Seminary.
visitor and a Tenn., nears completion.
a
bring
class,
see, 38343.
speaker in the 1968-69 Goodwyn
He was formerly assistant
elton Mhoon
served at the Ward Chapel: erence of the United Church
new member, study the Sunday For 32 years the late Rev. Checks should
of Christ and is on the exe- minister of the Church of the
be
made Institute Lecture Series last AME Church
at 1125 S. ParkSchool lesson. act reverently W. S. Vance served the church payable to
cutive council of the UCC, Good Shepherd here, and 1,
First Baptist Friday.
way
East
on
Sunday,
Nov. 10, Chicago Metropolitan Associa- now pastor of the Kenwood
in class, correspond with a ianngd its community, and follow- Church,
Brownsville
"The American Flag' 'was and Mrs. Mar) Walker, chair- tion and was chairman of the United Church of Christ.
serviceman, visit and write
his resignation was pastor
Dr. Lee's topic for the 7:45 man. and
some person who is ill, main- emeritus for 10 years.
rs J. C. Pleas, National Council of Churches' He is married and the father
•
two children. He lives at
tain a "Gems of the Bible"
i p.m,, presentation in the Ad- co-chairma
are using every commission on social structures of
verseas Wives
activity
w o r kbook, render In honor of his memory, a
ministration Building auditori- possible n'ethod to get every The PE program, which op- 1348 East 48th St. in Chicago's
evangelistic L-ervice by the Memorial Fund will be preaddition interracial Kenwood community
urn on the Memphis State member of Ward Chapel in crates in 14 cities in
distribution of gospel tracts, sented to the church on Sunto the Chicago headquarters,1 and a board member of the
University campus. All of the church on that day.
Shelton Mhoon, nine, a mem- and participate in the Family day, Nov. 17, by his widow,
commits the purchasing power Ancona Montessori school.
Goodwyn lectures are free to
Mrs. W. S. Vance.
her of the Junior Department Hour worship service.
A meeting of the Overseas the public.
Wheelchairs and cots will be
of St. Andrew AME Church. Shelton, a fourth grade stu- Names of the contributors Wives Club will be held on
•
available for those who cannot Mt
Dr. Lee served at Bellevue.
earned the Class Efficiency dent at the Orleans Elemen- will be printed in gold and Thursday.
.
Nov. 7, at 7:30 f
or 32e2 years and has beenlwalk or sit up.
Award for the month of Octo- tary School met all of the placed
a 11-leather p.m..
an
in
in the Red Cross Build- ordained since 1910. He is
bee
requirements He is the son of book. It will be encased in gold
al The Homecoming Day mes.
.
,, native of South Carolina andi
at 1400 Central ave.
Class 5-D, besides requesting Mr. and Mrs. Shelton Mhoon, and placed in a permanent ling
Uni-isage wil be given by the pasgraduate
f
o
Furman
that students be present and members of St. Andrew. and place in the church Rev. Vance A cookie exchange is plan.: a
I versity. He served four conse- I tor, Rev. R. L. McRae. The
. on time carries with it a 12- an altar boy. Mrs. F. R. La- loved so well.
ned in order to send husbands cutive terms as president of Rededication Sermon
at 31 The South Memphis District Mrs. L. Owen. St. Andrew;
point program, and for each Marr is teacher of the Class,
Sunday, Nov 17, will be the, several varieties of pastry.
the Tennessee Baptist State: Dse., will be given by Rev. Missionary Institute will meet AME, and Mrs. Lily Mae
departWalker
Mrs.
and
Sara
fulfillment the student receives
dedication date for the church.
s
mental superintendent.
The club welcomes all wom- Convention and three years as! v. A. smitn
a minature gold star.
pastor of the Monday. Nov. 11, at the Mt. Walker of Pestle Chapel, will
Friends and loved ones who
'president of the Southern Bape
Zion AME Church with Rev. also participate in the program.
stationed
husbands
with
en
Greenwood CME Church
Each member puts forth' Other members of the class would like for their names to
listomenon.
Mrs. M. R. Todd, the presiR. R. Booker as host minister.
servmilitary
overseas
in
the
willing and cueerful efforts to are Carlton Porter, Stephen be included in the book honorA special treat on Home- Mrs. Josephine Davis is presi- dent, is placing special emLee
authored
Dr.
has
40i
contribute money, have alter'Clark and Reginald Pruitt,
ing the late Rev. Vance ice.
books. Since his resignation in coming Day will be the serving dent of the host Missionary phasis on the membership
campaign.
1960 he has preached in prac- of a turkey dinner with all Society.
Mrs. Sammie James of Wil- Mrs. Sara Garrette is Episcotically all of the 50 states as that goes with such a treat
. well as in seven foreign coun- for only 35 cents. The public son Chapel AME Church, and pal supervisor, and Mrs. F. R.
Mrs. F. R. LaMarr of St. LaMarr, reporter.
tries
is invited
---- Andrew AME Church will con'duct a symposium: "Through
The Community." Assisting will
V
be Mrs. Estelle Weathers of Mt
Ward Chapel who will discuss
"The Restlessness of Youth."
Mrs. Eulas Fisher of Mt.
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Zion will discuss "The Problem of Poverty Amidst PlenPlaca Your Order Now
ty." Wilson Chapel's speaker,,
For Individuals And Groups
Mrs. Bessie Davis, will teal
on: "Churches that look out
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
into the community with conMembers of the Mt. Vernon
TAILORS
CUSTOM
A
rn
t..''
ces
Baptist Church at 547 Misndrew will be represent-1 sissippi blvd., will honor their
ed on the symposium by Mrs. pastor and wife, Rev. and
INC.
Audrey Taliaferro. She vrill I Mrs. J. L. Netters, on
their
talk on ''How to carry out the twelfth anniversary
JA 7-9320
with the
248 Vance Ave.
broader, inclusive church pro-;congregation Sunday,
N o v.
Memphis, Tennessee
gram."
10.
Mrs.
Ethel
Beavers,
wife
of
Ant
Iret
Cereisely
Yoe
Ask
Mikis Whet
'YOUR
the pastor of New Allen AME The guest speaker at the 3
Creates Whet You Think Or
Church, will conduct the spe- p.m., program will be the
cial
Thanksgiving
services. Rev. W. T. Grafton, pastor of
Springdale and Rock of Ages
Baptist Churches.
Friends Night will be observed on this Thursday night.
'Nov. 7, and ail friends of Rev.
and Mrs. Netters are urged
, to come and witness an outstanding program on that
night. It starts at 8.
Co-chairmen of the event
are Thomas C. Rucker and
Mrs. Nellie P. Smith. Also on
the committee are Mrs. Lucille Green, Mrs. Hattie Helms,
Mrs. Thelma Elion, Mrs. Alma
Davis and Isaiah McAlister.

Memorial Fund Honors
The Late Rev. Vance

Chapl

Dr. Lee Gives
'Ward
Third Lecture
In Series At MSU

Homecoming Da

!as

Sh

Wins Sunday

O
Meet On Thursday

School Award

Zion AME Will Host

Missionary Institute
A M.

WIll Honor

The Netters

BHS

MAURICE says

FINE

EXQUISITE

IMPORTED

Don't Let Another Day Go By
Without Enjoying the Full
Magnificance of Zenith Color!

TRANSLUCENT

CH- A

ihzrAr

Mrs. Pierce
Is Hostess
To Coterie

Spectacular, True-to-Life
Create a mood for gracious dining
with a table service so fine, you'll
be tempted to display it in a cabinet and bring it out only for the
most important occasions. Yrt,
now so inexpensive you can grace
your table with it every dayl

DINNER PLATES
CUPS * SAUCERS
DESSERT DISHES
BREAD & BUTTER
PLATES

Regency
Rose

featuring fluted nms,the hallmark
of the most expensive china.
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Members of the Coterie met
recently in the lovely and
spacious home of Mrs. Georgia
I Pierce of 555 LaClede and en
joyed a variety of delicious di lectables.
Mrs. Dimple Levison of 3221
Rochester Road was the hostess for the occasion and
spared nothing to make the
!evening a pleasant one.
T h e Coteries have begun
their annual -charity work.
Since
they hreconvening this
a
large
donation
to
the
Glenview
branch of the YMCA, paid on
a life membership to the
NAACP. and have given 150
cans of soup to the Day Care
Center for working mothers
operated by the First Baptist
Church Beale Street.
The organization has also
begun its annual shoe project
for underprivileged children
' Mrs. Rubye Spight is president of the Coteries, Mrs. Edity Herron secretary, and Mrs
Grace Tardy reporter.

NEED INSURANCE?

919

CALL

The WAYNE • 11110

Ant,P,C I t ,,Ott 6141,•trtoy• 1.sorial amiable TV, Iliktangular
atnad catrinat 17.600 Alta 6f
picture power. "Pinma•15•1"
VHF Fin. Tuq,46 Cni6rt Chi.
coal Gray worth Light Gray, or
While with Bowl.
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.

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories

Ai

1160 S. Bellevue at Mclemore

OPEN NITIS

HWY

51 SO
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Phon• 046-253/
4 am* See 1

CLAYTON [LAM
AUTO - HOME -BUSINESS
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Artist Will Lecture In
Program At YWCA
Memphis Pan -Hellenic phis
Academy of Arts, he has
Council will sponsor a cultural
attracted
the
attention
of
attraction in the interest of many
local art patrons with
the general public Wednes- his
painting of several excelday, November 13, at 8 p.m. lent
murals and
portraits
in the auditorium of the Sarah
Among the portraits is the
Brown Branch of the YWCA,
familiar one of the late Dr.
1044 Mississippi Blvd.
Martin Luther King found in
The
Program
Committee many homes. The large mural
will present DeWitt Jordan, in the 100 North
Main Build
a local artist in a visualized ing depicting a
story of theart lecture. Mrs. Charle P. early history of
Memphis to
Roland is MPHC chairman. the present is one
of his
Mr. Jordan and his work most outstanding works.
may be remembered from an He is the eldest of
three sons
extensive account in the Mid- of Mr. and Mrs. DeWitt JorSouth Magazine section earli- dan. Sr., morticians
of Heer this year He was recently lena, Arkansas and prominent
voted the top artist of the state in educational and social cirof Arkansa.
cles of this city.
His services are in constant The Council, composed of
demand at art museums and eight ac ad ernic sororities
art galleries in this region.
and fraternities, invites art paA former student of the Mem- trons, art department personeel and students of the colleges, universities and high
schools of this area to the
lectures.

Dow Net Income
$1,220.8 Million

The LaVaugn Bridges
Feted At Reception

P OR TABLE EMPLOYMENT OFFICE — Ford
Motor Company's Wixom
Assembly Plant has taken
a novel approach to recruiting new employees.
Its twin mobile employment
vans set up shop in Detroit
and surrounding communities seeking applicants
to fill the weekly openings
at the huge plant. Labor
Relations
R e presentative
Jim Ward (top, left) an-

swers
recruit's questions
outside Detroit's Central
Community Action Center,
one rf the vans' regular
stops. The inside of the
Econoline van (bottom) is
outfitted with four deskchairs where prospective
employees fill out applications. There is !le written
test. One goal of the mobile van program is to
have applicants on the job
within 24 hours.

MIDLAND, Mich.
— The
Dow Chemical Company reported sales of $1,220.8 million and
net income after minority in- •
terest of $103.6 million or
$3.44 per share for the first
nine months of 1968.
Dow's 1967 sales for the first
nine
months were $1,034.0
million and net income was
$101.0 million or $3.37 per
share.
Average shares outstanding
in the nine months of 1968
were 30.1 million as compared
to 30.0 million shares outstanding in the same period of 1967.1

REMEMBER CLEOPATRA?
...The Ancient African Beauty
She bathed in oil and exotic perfumes ...
really an artificial beauty.
Today's beauties are natant ...beauties
with clear skin, exquisite complexion ... and with that Rerunscent and sophisticated look.
Many of today's beauties have discovered crihmy white PALMER'S "SKIN
SUCCESS" BLEACH CREAM ... the medicated cream with that heavenly fragrance
—"SKIN SUCCESS" CREAM, for fairer,
clearer, natural-leek* loveliness. And
"SKIN SUCCESS" CREAM contains the
full official strength of ammoniated mercury, the medical ingredient often prescribed by doctors for effective skin
Insist

--care. It fades freckles, removes that suntanned look. aids in removing blackheads
and smoothing large pores ...helps bring
out your Waal busty.
Ideal to use with "SKIN SUCCESS"
CREAM, is PALMER'S "SKIN SUCCESS"
SOAP. with hexachlorophene. Its deepacting foamy medication beauty-bathes
while it sweeps away germs,

grand
opening
WANT TO BE MISS SOCIAL BELLE — Here are
three more young ladies
who are seeking the title
of Miss Social Belle, left to

Task Force Assessing
EEO At Post Office
General's j other aspects of local personThe Postmaster
Task Force on Equal Employ- nel administration.
ment Opportunity will be in,
Memphis November 6-9 to review and assess the EEO 1
Program in local and area!
post offices, Postmaster Lydel
Sims announced today.
"The group, operating as a
personal mission of the Postmaster General, has been in- The U.S. Department of
specting
postal installations Housing and Urban Develop-'
throughout the country for 1 ment has issued regulations on
several weeks," Mr. Sims said,1 a Program under which nonWhile in Memphis, they will, profit sponsors of low and
i n c ome
housing
meet with Post Office Region- moderate
al Director Percy L. Coleman I projects may receive interestand his staff, Postmaster Ly- free loans for planning and
developing the projects.
del Sims, Memphis Personnel.
Assistant Secretary P. M.
Director Kenneth T. Whalum,I
Brownstein. commis sioner
members of the EEO commitfor the Federal Housing
tee. and representatives of alL
Administration said:
local postal employee organi"this new program is inzations.
tended to stimulate producFocal point for the study will: tion of low
and moderate inbe the promotion process. The,come housing. Many groups
task force will review past' have strong motivations to
promotions to make certain produce such housing but
that each eligible employee frequently lack the financial
has received equal opportunity resources to develop sound
for advancement.
projects efficiently.
Although aimed primarily at "We are hopeful that this
promotions, the survey may program will provide the imalso touch upon recruiting, petus for these groups to
selection, training and any move ahead with their plans."

HUD Issues
Regulations On
Sponsor Aid

right: Wanda Thomas, Darlene Lynch and Janet Jenious. They are among 15
girls entered in the NAACP-

sponsored
contest
which
will end with a coronation
ball on the night of Dec. 6
at the Sheraton Peabody.

GettheBest
Used CarsFrom the
Get More Dealer!.
0

1925 UNION AVE.

`,tss

',t

The Fellowship Hall of the from Fisk University with a
St. Paul Baptist Church was bachelor of arts degree. She
the setting for a wedding re- was presented with the Debucaption on Saturday, Oct. 26, tante Society and is a member
for Mr. and Mrs. LaVaughn of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority.
She is a teacher at the Dunbar
Bridges.
The bride is the former Miss Elementary School.
Shirley Ann Purnell, daughter Mrs. Bridges is a graduate
of Mr. and Mrs. Shelby Pur- of Hamilton High School and'
nell.
Alabama State College.
She was graduated from He
is
assistant
football
Manassas High School where coach at Melrose High School
she was a member of the and a member of Kappa Alpha
National Honor Society, the Psi Fraternity.
Girls' Cotillion Club, and was His parents
were the late
listed in "Who's Who Among Mr. and
Mrs. Estur
Students in High Schools of Bridges.
America."
Mr. and Mrs. Bridges livel
The bride was graduated' at 2222 S. Parkway East.
•— — -

on the blue and gold packages!

Hippies Ape Indians?
NEW YORK — (NPI) — Peter Farb, curator, American
Indian Cultures, Riverside museum believes the hippie cultism was borrowed from the
Navajo Indians. In his book,
"Man's Rise to Civilization as
Shown By the Indians of North
America from Pr imeav a 1
Times to the Coming of the Industrial State," published by
E. P. Dutton & Company.
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RAY'S
DONUT SHOP

265 I. McLIMORIE AVE. 942.01251

Now
Under New
Management
COME IN AND SEE US TODAY
Birthday Cakes
Party Cookies
Pies
Donuts (asserted)
Mrs. Pettye I. Guice, Mgr. Jesse Turner, Pres.

FREE

FREE

FREE

1/2 Dozen glazed donuts FREE with the
purchase of one dozen donuts at the
regular .price.
BRING THIS AD WITH YOU

Ai,
rE

Start Your Fashion Savings Today
The Wonderful Woolco Way. .

Solt Pastel
Dmintolatch Mates
Woolco Opening Special

275-1148
3250 SUMMER
324-4444

SWEATERS ... MISSES'SIZES 36 to 40
Orlon acrylic "Wintuck" novelty stitch

577

Mock Turtleneck
SLIPOVER

577

Full Fa.ihion
CARD1G)0

N-1

397

Sleevelesg Turtleneck
PULLOVER

/

What's the
fastest way
to New York
City?

SLACKS ... MISSES'
SIZES 8 to 16
Bonded wool with back zipper

577

SKIRT ... MISSES'
SIZES 8 to 16
Classic style in bonded wool

497

SEE HOW MANY SMASHING OUTFITS YOU
CAN CREATE with these lovely pastel dyedto-match mates! Put them together and cause
a fashion sensation! In new fashion colors:
Spring Lilac, Liquid Aqua or Golden Maize.
Shop Woolco, buy several . . and save!

3 FULL YEARS PROTECTION
Ail

'3

Admiral
QUALITYCOLOR TV

SAY

BIG 113"
SCREEN

AcIelerlral
[Weer

That's
212 Country.
Dial Long Distance
Direct.
Save up to
40#1..

'369"
NO MONEY
DOWN
36 MOS. 10 PAY
The ASHLEY—Model =UGC
Quality 111" Portable Color Television

2228
2282 PARK

[

Beth Stores]
Orn 411 9

FA 3-7676
458-4635

Remember: you get low station-to-station
rates when you Dial Long Distance Direct...
and you save up to 40% over calling
person-to-person. Nice to remember that the
quickest way to get from here to there is also
the most economical. Full dialing instructions
are in the front of your ®
telephone book.
South UMW Bel

SOUTHGATE SHOPPING CENTER
1833.So. Third St & Betz Blvd.

EASTGATE SHOPPING CENTER
5100 Park Ave. & White Station Rd.

•

Tri-State Defender
"The South's trispaiiiit WesblY"

OPENING A BIG BOOK TO TELL IT LIKE IT WAS!

Hone Office: 231 elesth Danny Thum leakvard — IA 6-8397
JOHN H. SENGSTACKE •
WHITTLER A. SENGSTACKE..
McCANN L REID
BRYANT T. WILLIAMS,.Sr
RAY A. WICKS
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General Manager
Editor
Advertia!ng Manager
Circulation Manager

Subscription rates: One year, $6; six months, $3.50, (2-year special Subscription rate $10) The Tri-State Defender Does Not Take Responsibility for
unsolicited Manuscripts or Photos. Published Every Thursday by the New
Tri-State Publishing Co. Second Class Postage Paid at Memphis, Tennessee,
Under Act of March 2, 1879.

National Advertising Representatives
AMALGAMATED PUBLISHERS, INC.
310 Madison Avenue, New York 17, N.Y.
Serving 1,000,0(A Negroes in the Tri-State Area

NAACP's Shocking Action
In a recent issue of the illustrious
New York Times Magazine there appeared an incisive criticism of the U.S.
Supreme Court by Lewis M. Steel, associate counsel of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored
People. The writer took a sombre view
of the Court's orientation on the manifold cases in which the racial question
was at issue.
An unwholesome, shockingly adverse reaction followed the publication
of the article, which bore the impressively descriptive title Nine Men in Black
Who Think White. The board of the
NAACP directors promptly relieved Mr.
Steel of his position as associate counsel.
Steel's barbs were penetrating and
sharp, perhaps too caustic for the
NAACP'S antedililuvian board of directors with a monolitric conception of
their mission. Mr. Steel, however, as
far as can be determined, violated no
professional canons of ethics and certainly no established NAACP's policy
in which the Court is held in a sacrosanct aura.
Some of Mr. Steel's structures are
not only brilliant and forthright, but
reprersent legal insight of uncommon
clarity and depth. And there is no cavity
in his logic. He said that never has the
Court "indicated that it is committed
to a society based upon principles of
absolue equlaity." This assessment
needs no defense, it is gospel truth.
He went on: "A re-evalution of the
role of the United Supreme Court discloses that it has struck down only the
symbols of racism while condoning or
overlooking the ingrained practices
which have meant the survival of white
supremacy . . .
"The Court has time and again
taken the position that racial equality
should be subordinated to-or at least

A Point Of View

minority race. Now, its true
MORAL CONFUSION
that the race issue should have
By NAT D. WILLIAMS
less
The word ''moral" causes no place in a more or
as
such
issue
rates
economic
purely
it
more confusion on than
aa a term in the English lan- a strike. But it must be faced. .
the fact that because most of
guage.
strikers are Negroes, or
the
Too many people are not black people (as you please)
about
clear in their minds
.the community fails to give
what is meant when re- . .
the moral support they
them
things
such
to
ference is made
should
have to settle the issues
obligation". . .
as
"moral
on which they left their jobs.
"moral respon sibility". . .
Then, there is that other
"moral right". . ."moral posimoral
issue: Should people
tion", and the like.
who take over a man's }oh
strike
The hospital workers'
as a strike-breaker be regardIn Memphis clearly illustrates ed as morally right to do so?
are
folk
of
this confusion. A lot
or should a strike-breaker be
arguing that the strikers owe let off the job when the striker
a "moral responsibility" to the returns for his place?
sick people in the struck hos- Let's recap a bit. It is unforpitals. They hold that the tunate that many sick people in
strikers should think first of Memphis are receiving inadethe patients and then of them- quate care because of the strike
selves.
. . . It is also true that the
And right here is where the strikers have been receiving a
confusion comes. The ques- raw deal. That is also unfortuntion comes up: Do the strikers ate.
have a moral responsibility to The major responsibility in
look after the best interests both instances lies with the
of themselves and their famil- people of the city of Memphis.
ies?
The argument as obviously
It is pretty generally admit" spurious that public officials
ted all over the public service give when they say they are
workers in Memphis, in virtual- , looking out for the public interly every area, are woefully lest when they take a hardshelunder-paid. Their salaries gen- led attitude toward legitimate
erally place them below the na- demands of public service
tion's stated poverty-level.
workers.
One of their chief grievances It seems that the best service
is the manner in which they the public officials could render
have been treated on their would be to explain to the pubjobs. . .with
loud
overtones lic, clearly, honestly, and forceof disrespect, , inconsideration fully, what the situation is, and
exploitation (unpaid overtime), give the public a chance to
and contempt. That involves make decisions, without being
moral right there.
influenced by the personal bias
Another striker grievance or shortsightedness of said ofis that they are denied hope ficials.
of advancement and up-grad- As it is. . .with the increasing
ing on the job on the basis of incidence of strikers and public
merit and performance. Favor- disruptions by Memphis public
itism in the consideration and service
workers. . .it's
high
promotion of a person On a job time for the city officials and
is definitely a moral issue.
the city's citizens to look at
Then there is the case of bath sides of the moral cain,
the majority of the strikers and come to some rational morbeing members of a rejected al positions.

balanced against-white America's fear
of rapid change, which would threaten
its time-honored prerogatives." There
is no question but that the Supreme
Court has always dreaded being transmuted into an instrument for social
change. Many have been the polemics
swirling about the Court. At the heart
of them is the recognition that the real
meaning of the high tribunal is to be
found in the political rather than the
legal realm, and that its concern is more
significantly with power politics than
with judicial technology.
That was the basis of its action
when, as the Steel article eminently
underlined, the Court opened the door
for the passage of Jim Crow legislation
by striking down the public accommodations sections of the 1865 civil rights
Act which forbade racial discrimination
in inns, public conveyances, theatres and
other places of public amusement.
Again in the celebrated Percy vs.
Ferguson case of 1896 which established
MY VIEW
the separate but equal doctrine, the Court
endorse what Mr. Steel correctly called
aa "quasi-slave caste system." We agree
with him that such decisions had no
effect on a totally segregated society.
"In 1954, the Court was in position
can be fine places for all Americans to
By BENJAMIN E. MAYS
to serve notice on the American people
live in. He wants more park space so
that equaity was an absolute right of all
This is my last column before the
crroalezitehrethBarnotchrearzyhas
cam
pipaayied
gn. has
nGtohv.
e rGoeo
le,rgoe
r Nv
noanl:
citizens, that this right came before all
the great outdoors will be available
election November 5. I shall tell you why that
orm
b
ee
er
other rights and that its further subman for to everyone.
lace, sensing a real issue, beat everybody to the punch
persion could not be tolerated." The I think Humphrey is the best
Humphrey is the only candidate who
Court didn't. There is an old legal the country.
with the cry of "law and order." Dick Nixon, working
specifically how he plans
out
spelled
has
phrase: "Res Ipso Loquitor" — the
for months on his campaign strategy, saw the timeliHumphrey has a concern for the
to end the war in Vietnam. He has spell- ness of the issue and climbed, ever so subtly, on the
thing speaks for itself.
common man. He cares deeply about peoed out his program for law and order. bandwagon. Nixon's confrontation and deal with Strom
THE NAACP board considers Mr.
ples,
all
kinds,
rich
and
poor,
black
and
While other candidates are saying as lit- Thurmond at Miami, his well oiled cadre of advisors
Steel's critical observations as injurious
tle as possible about Civil Rights, moved the Republican into the front ranks immediateto its objectives and commitments. Such white. He is not work1y
Humphrey boasts of the fact that his ..
reasoning evidences an irreversible sick- ing for any vested inThe Democrats coming late and aching from a
he
which
of
one
record
is
Rights
Civil
ness which the dircetors of the organi- terest group. His inbruising fight at Chicago, looked over the field and
is proud. He promises to do more for assessed the depth of the backlash, which private polls
zation should recognize and promptly terest in all the people
those on Medicare and Social Security. told them was substantial. As Wallace continued to
make way for younger men more in
goes back to the time
On all issues, we know exactly what draw crowds with little or no program, Nixon followed
concert with the trends of the time.
when he was Mayor o
Hubert Humphrey stands for.
suit. HHH's camp, placed into a spasm of fear over
Minneapolis. He exthe other hand, I do not know, their man's failure to catch fire, was caught in the
On
pressed deep concern
at this writing, how Nixon would try middle. How could Humphrey, the announced liberal,
That racial discrimination yet exists Davison, Merritt decared:
for human rights. He
to end the war — yet he has said he will stray from his teachings and mount the "law and
"It was a token promotion. When a fought for Civil.
in the U.S. Army seems no longer a matend it. Nixon is for law and order but he order" issue which seemed so popular at the time?
ter of conjecture if one is to accept the black general makes statements that Rights legislation the:.
says very little about law and order with
THE CAMPAIN ROLLS: As Wallace began to
various reports and incidents that have support the false premises of equality, whole time he was in
justice. Nixon is afraid to debate Hubert cut into both Nixon's and Hubert's following, the cancome to light lately. Notable among them freedom and justice in the military, who the senate. He voted for every piece of
Humphrey. Why? Is he afraid to face didates of the two major parties were finally drawn
is the case of Major LaVell Merrit which Is there to challenge? I challenge these Civil Rights legislation; and he has
the issues that confront this nation? The to an headon confrontation. In addition, both camps
At the time of his promotion, Gen.
he described in an eight-page statement
fought for and voted for programs de- American people have a right to know saw the possibility of picking up those Brothers who
denouncing the U.S. miitary services as Davison said there has been great prohelp the poor. He fought side where each candidate stands on the is- might conceivably look for someone to support in
"the strongest citadels of racism on the gress towards eliminating racial discrimi- signed to
sues that will determine the destiny of order to vote against Wallace. As a result, the Nixon
nation in the Army. Davison is the third by side with Lyndon Johnson as he
face of the earth."
this country and of the world for years to strategists, who had practically written off the BroTime after time, he said, he had black man to attain a general's rank in sought to built the Great Society. He
come.
The issues are war, law and order, ther, later turned their attention to him, The pace
helped tremendously to get the test ban
been called a nigger and had been treat- U.S. military history.
poverty, civil rights. The candidates are was slow and careful to not upset tre balance of the
True some strides have been made, treaty which halted the poisoning of our
ed as an inferior. Not only has he been
obligated
to tell us the truth on where backlash upon whom the Republicans were staking
passed over after meeting all the rigid but the plain truth is that the ugly spec- atmosphere and this did much to ease they stand on these issues; and those
their political lives. Hubert, however, was the first
requirements for promotion, but other tre of racism protrudes its head in the world tensions. The Peace Corps was who hide their views from the public on
to break out of the fear mold. He hit the issue headable Negro officers also have been denied military services. Maj. Merrit is a mem- Hubert Humphrey's idea. He was one of these issues deserve to be defeated on
on
in the middlewest against the advice of his backers.
the opportunities for advancement that ber of the staff of the Military Assist- the early champions of the move to put November fifth. Nixon has not faced
Sensing
a whole new baliwick of strength, he picked
went to probably less qualified whites. ance Command-Vietnam, working in a an end to the arms race. He fought for these issues. Wallace has faced them, in Texas and then later in Watts. So great
it
up
again
"The black military officer group is section that trains South Vietnamese of- Federal Aid to Education; and he was but he would use nuclear weapons to
a
response
did he seem to be getting that Nixon's
the largest collection of identifiable ac- ficers. We are convinced that he has for it from the start. He is the only can- end the war. In city disorders, he
would
forces followed suit and then even Wallace, himself,
commoditionists," he said, defining that justification for his charges against the didate who has presented to the Ameri- have
people shot down and murdered. He eased into the picture. The Alabaman began pointing
term as "a synonym for Uncle Tom." Army. We doubt it. The matter is one can people a program to end crime in is a racist, and would not enforce legisout that "the majority of people, black and white, want
Referring to the promotion to Brigadier that should call for a Congressional in- this country. He has a program for re- lations on civil rights.
law
and order."
building our cities. He wants a Marshall
General last month of Frederick Ellis quiry. Will there be one?
CHATTER 'N CHIT: New Yorkers are saying
So, I vote for Humphrey.
plan for American cities so that the"
that their "finest" meaning their police officers, showed the world how to squelch hecklers and harrassers
without provoking the citicism Chicago's boys in blue
The Cleaver-lecture controversy has university's budget. Reagan and memdid. The heckling and harressing took place outside
gone beyond the question of academic bers of the Legislature have created the
Madison Square Garden while George Wallace was
freedom at. the University of California. impression that the university at Berkespeaking
inside ... Feuding in the State of California
While the students are clinging stead- ley has become largely a refuge for radipoliticos
is causing serious splits within the
between
fastly to the contention that the lecture
ces and drug users.
Party.
Strategists here fear if there isn't
Democratic
series by the Black Panther leader should
and whites in this nation, dedi-, don't realize that the hold-out
Dear Editor:
of
right
the
minds,
aside
the
soon, HHH won't stand a
They
have
swept
meeting
of
a
It's the hardest thing to get cated to the pr in cipal ofl for McCarthy was a combined
be a credit-course, Governor Reagan and
chance
of
carrying
lower
and
"equality
and
justice
for
all"
that
of
state.
minds
Conversely, they feel
State Superintendent of Public Instruc- free access for minority viewpoints and through the
protest of blacks and whites
luxury-class whites and other which has been exemplified in
tion Max Rafferty both have used the the principals of academic freedom, so members of the Establishment the "Poor Peoples Campaign;". against injustices against Ne- that if wounds are heeled, they could carry it. . ..
vital to the intellectual integrity of a that poor whites and poor Ne- in the "Chicago Repression" in groes in America es well as Democratic Women in the District put their efforts
campus for harvesting political hay.
together and raised $7,000 for the Party coffers
modern university. If these are not pro- groes (and even blacks that which whites (Hippies and Yip- for an end to war.
Cleaver
against
The chief argument
liberal-minded pies) led in part by Dick Greg- Even the forces behind El- Look for M. J. (Andy) Anderson of Texas to come
and
ain't
poor)
of
as
one
Berkeley
tected
the
status
of
Is that he is a black militant and has a
thinking whites, such as those ory strategically had the Chicriminal record. The chief argument for America's great universities will severely dubbed the Hippies and the cago Blackstones "cool it" dridge Cleaver's Black Panther out of this campaign smelling like a rose. Andy is in
Yippies, are all working now while white youth substituted Party joined up with the in- board at the Demo National Committee, volunteering
his appearance is that he represents a be impaired.
for them just as was done, by terracial Peace and Freedom his time and resources. It is much more than many
"people power."
for
At heart of the matter of course is
point of view that undergraduates have
white hecklers all over the na- Party in backing Cleaver's pro- other Brothers are doing who
too,1
Power
is
"in,"
Black
call themselves "close
a right to hear. Cleaver is well-read, well the changing nature of the institution of and all concerned are work-, tion during the presidential test candidacy.
Veep
...
friends"
of
the
Another
hard working voluninformed and gives the scholar's touch higher learning in America — especially Ing for that too, since it sim- campaign on the issue of civil What the recalcitrant white
the public university — which seems to ply means that Negroes get rights. The rising Blackstone Establishment seems to forget teer is Myrtle Myatt, who puts in many hours a week.
to his lectures.
their rightful share of operatbody, The Woodlawn is that many of the nation's
INSIDE STUFF: Don't pat yourselves on the
The UC was a principal victim ot become increasingly involved with the ing power, but "People Pow- political
Organization, was -upposed to younger whites took it seriousbacks
yet because summer is through. The Black
should
be
a
year
social
It
austerity
drive
of
issues
times.
Govenor's
of
the
the
er" is the "innest" currently. have taken those head-whip- ly when they were locking
arms
and
singing
"black
and
abovethose
prefabriPower
Boys are hard at work on public education.
white
funded
HarLittle
do
those
and
filled
pings
noted
that
at
privatedly
a
ago when he cut $84 million from its
camp
white
together,
we
shall
overn
cent-ration
the-lower-class
realize,
for
cated
c
o
the
Encouraged
by the troubles in New York, the BP
of
Mr.
budget. This year, despite a state surplus vard University, announcement
most part that the death of, prisons for challenging Mayor come."
boys
have
gone
to work in most of the urban areas
of $167 million, he has again wielded his Cleaver's invitation to lecture in two Dr. King crystalized a working l Daley.
JOHN DILLFR
with
programs
of
contact with disgruntled students.
Detroit, Mich.
veto power to lOp $70 million from the courses caused no stir at all. The trouble arrangement between blacks' Most Estatilishment whites
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THE SPARTAN PLAYERS
Chicago's nationally recognized all black touring drama troupe, has seen invited to Memphis through

of
the combined efforts
Booker T. Washington High
School and St. Thomas and
St. Louis Parishes, to Stage
WESTSIDE STORY. The

production will take place
at St. Louis Center on Saturay Dev. 7th, at 8 p.m.
'and on Sunday, Dec. 8th,
at 8:00 p.m. and on Monday

\

•
.4..ko
litor)°,144%‘•eit„

Dec. 9th, at 8:30 at BookHigh
er T. Washington
above
School. Shown
are members of the cast.

GOOD SAMARITAN CLUB
— Pictured above are members of the Good Samaritan
club during a tarty given

at the home of Mrs. Lee
Davis. The purpose of the
party was to kick oil the
clubs fund raising cam-

paign for St. Jude Hospital.
Members of the club are
(from left to right) Mrs.
Lee Davis, Mrs. Essie Her-

ry, Mr. W. H. Phillips, Jr. Mrs. Hazel Guy and Mrs.
Annie Garrison (not shown).

•Co

A CURIOUS LILY (Barbara McNair) talks with
James Lake (Raymond St.
Jacques) the stranger who

has been sketching her during her performances at
the night club. Miss McNair
is starring in the movie

`If He Hollers Let Him Go'
now playing at the Warner
Theatre.

BEST FOOT FORWARD—
Booker T. Jones, abled
leader of the M.Gs shows
off a cast on his foot during a recent cocktail party
given in his honor, on his
return from Europe. While
in France Booker T. and
The M.G.s made a movie
score for the soon to be
released 'Up Tight' a Universal Picture. (Photo by
Continental)

IN THE HEART OF HARLEM — Pictured here is an
artist's sketch of a new F.
W. Woolworth store to be
completed in Harlem, New

York City, early next year.
It will be located at Lenox
ave. and 116th st.. and cover 23,000 square feet of
floor space, doubling the

••
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THEIR 'SECOND CHANCE' — Three high
school drop outs from Brooklyn who have
had a change of heart about education confer on their programs at the Brooklyn Center of Long Island University with Dean
Harold Nierenberg (seated). The three who

are enrolled in a pilot project working for
a degree, despite lack of a high school diploma, are (left to right) Miss Heather L.
(lark, William Pierre Coursey and Mrs.
Ernestine J. Huches. — Alan Tepper Photo.

size of an existing Woolrth store across the
street.

SINGING HERE SUNDAY
—Greater Middle Baptist
Church at 821 Lane Ave. is
celebrating its annual Women's Day next Sunday,
Nov. 10, all day, and spe-

cial guests will be the 60voice women's chorus of
the Greater New Mount
Moriah Baptist Church of
Detroit, Mich. Rev. B. 1.
Hooks is pastor, of both

t

congregations. The speaker
for the morning service will
be the pastor, Rev. Hooks,
and Mrs. Georgia Harvey
will give the address at
Women's Day program at

3. The choir will be directed by Mrs. Alma Mendricks, a former Memphian.
Mrs. Annie M. Johns
is
chairman of Woines's Day.
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Society
Merry

DONALD'S CROSSTOWN
405 N. Cleveland

Go-round

(Just South of Seers Crosstown)

ERMA LEE LAWS
By ERMA LEE LAWS

, ness that has long been passe
. now the more haute cou"This generation of Amen- ture shows,
lavish parties and
cans has a rendezvous with des- bashes
are given with a purtiny". Franklin 1). Roosevelt.'
pose in mind and so it was
Its kind of difficult to wnic
i with the fashion show . The
about the election holding bated Alpha Kappa Alpha
Scholarbreath wondering who'll win but ship Fund.
Jack Lewis, Presi.
as you read this it will have al- dent of Julius Lewis
who was
ready gone down in history. SO present
at the show with his
as we go wondering into Lue; charming wife,
Nicolle prenext four years wemust keep sen
ted $200.00 (two hundred
in mind the words of James dollars) to the AKA
Scholar.
Conant:
ship Fund.
"Democracy is a small hard.
Tillie (Mrs. Harold J.) Whacore of common agreement,
ilurn narrated the show and
surrounded by a rich variety
did a masterful job in her
of i n d ividusl differences. charming
manner . . . she
Whether the goals and ambiwore a black gown trimmed
tions of all ethnic groups of
in white mink from Julius
our society are accomplishen
Lewis. Elma (Mrs. William)
depends upon you to a largel'Mardis
is Basileus of Beta
measure . .
so "keep on.
Epsilon Omega Chapter which'
pushing," we've come a long
sponsored the show and Velma
way and have so very far to
Lois Jones is Regional Direc-1
go. We can make it if we
tor.
keep trying together!!!
Models included Dot. Evans,
With the Girls . . . Lil (Mrs. and her mate Walter, Rose
Floyd) Campbell likes to do Marie Caviness, Fred Young,1
her own thing when it comes Rose Marie Tucker, Robert
to cooking and glowing plati- Owens, Constance Lee, Caro-1
tudes are always paid her lyn McGhee, Ruby Purdy,
when she entertains her club Rubye Gadison, John
Cleaves,1
mates. In Afo Ofo who have Myrtle Smith, James Sprag-i
been grouping for over twen- gins, Elmer Johnson, Joe Lipty-five years. This time Li11 ford, Naomi Gochett, Fred
served prime roast beef, maci Young, Dorothy Sharpe, Ike
aroni and cheese, tossed salad,1Walker, and Jesse Wilburn.
corn pudding, green beans,, T'other week-end found us
in
applie pie and cheese with Detroit lending our moral supcoffee.
port to our friends Lois and
After satiating themselves1Robert Tindall, he was runwith the scrumptious dinnerining for City Council and his
and admiring the pictures of committee sponsored a dinner
Lil and Floyd's first grand- for him with the Julian Bond
child, Melissa whose parents as speaker. Wish we had a
are Perry and Jesse the girls crystal ball so We could tell
turned to bridge their favorite you now how Robert's election
game which yielded prizes to came out but pre-election talk
Leola (Mrs. H. A.) Gilliam, placed him as a sure winner.
she got some of those new This was also expressed to us
electric rollers, Ethel (Mrs. by the Rev. Ben L. Hooks
Marvin) Tarpley, who cap- with whom we rode back home
tured a gold boudoir mirror on the plane.
and Alma (Mrs. Phillip) Booth The dinner drew such luwho claimed a gold filigree i minaries as Congressman John
lipstick holder.
Conyers, Congressman Charles
Other smartly clad members C. Diggs, Pierre Salinger, who
partaking of the Campbell was a member of the Kennedy
hospitality
w e re
Walterine New Frontier, Mrs. Rosa Parks,
(Mrs. John) Outlaw, Augusta, Mother of the Movement in
(Mrs. Harry T.) Cash, Juanita, addition to many other digni(Mrs. John L.) Brinkley, Mil- taries.
dred (Mrs. Fred) Jordan, Sal- T'was really exciting for,
lie (Mrs. Caffrey V.) Bartholo- yours truly meeting the handmew, Harriet (Mrs. Claiborne) some and oh so nice Julian
Davis, Rosa Robinson and Ruthi Bond who is called the -boy
(Mrs. Theodore) Beauchamp. !wonder of the century" There
And Saturday night Marianiwas the motorcade, television
(Mrs. Charles) Pride turned cameras and parties galore.
on the lavish fountain of hos- Bea Preston who came down,
pitality for the SKC's in the here for the installation of
Blue Room of the Sheraton- the Smart Set hosted one of
Motor Inn. Piece de resitance the parties in her Chicago
was boneless breast of chicken blvd., domicile.
accompanied by asparagus al- Before we forget we thought
mondine. stuffed potatoes, ap.. one of the most touching maple cobbler with coffee. Rose ments at the ainner was when
wines and other delicious po. Bob mentioned the fifty do!tables were served throughJars his grandmother sent him
out dinner making the alreadyifrom his home in Savannah,
delicious dinner more palata-IGeorgia to help in his cami paign and on back of the
ble. How about that?
Gorgeous towels were won money order were the signaat bridge by Harriett (Mrs. A. tures of the friends who wishMaceo ) Walker and Alma (Mrs. ed him well and sent what
Phillip) Booth. They tied with they could to help . . . quartheir scores and Harriett pull- ters, dimes, dollars and just'
ed the highest card . . . Julia whatever they could spare tol
(Mrs. Chester) Hopkins won help a black boy from Georgia
the third prize, Guests prize represent his people in the
winners who also carted off Council of the city of Detroit.
towel sets were Katherine It. always gives us that cer( Mrs. H. H.) Johnson, Ethel taw warm and heart tugging
(Mrs. Marvin) Tarpley and feeeling when we see someone
stand up in front of people
Addie (Mrs. C. S.) Jones.
SKS's making it a lively and give credit to their friends
and family for whatever they
evening were Mildred (Mrs. ._
Oscar) Crawford, Gert Walker, alive accomplished. Guess
Minnie Mae (Mrs. Emmitt) wbgt we're really trying to
Wodds, Melba (Mrs. Lonnie) say is, ain't nobody who is
Briscoe Harriet (Mrs. Clai- somebody a phoney. The thing '
borne) Davis and Louise Da- is to "tell it like it is," and
vis along with guest Gladys that's what the black man is
Greene, Alice (Mrs. Sam) trying to express whether its
Helm, Mamie (Mrs. Melvin) in politics or what have you. ,
Tuggle, Shirley (Mrs. George) Saw so many folks who
Watkins, and Bernice (Mrs. know so many folks here and
we've
prob ably
forgotten
Jake) Barber.
Annie Belle (Mrs. George) whether we saw them at the
Saunders likes to try her hand dinner, parties or the Bal
with the culinary art and does Africain but anyway here we
Beverly Horton who
a marvelous job at it. So go . .
when it came her time to en- sent hello to her aunt and
tertain
the
Cardettes
she uncle, Ethyl and Dr. R. Q.
turned out delicious turkey Venson, Martha Jean Steina la king, a fruit mold, green berg, she was stunning at the
beans, homemade rools and ball in a wrapped gown of
ice cream and cake . She gift- sari silk showing muted shades
ed each member with a white f gold, beige, brown and a
trim of ostrich feathers, a
felt bookmark.
d
turban and a replica
Scoring high in bridge and draped
of
claiming suede trimmed gold - the map of Africa as her
wallets
were
Elene (Mrs. gold tikt The Wei was a gift
Utillus) Phillips and Elizabeth to her from Nina Simone who
was also at the ball in an
Lewis. Other Cardettes include
Joyce (Mrs. Howard) Pinketon, African outfit, Etta Moten a
Ethel (hies. Willard) Bell, relative of Harriet and Maceo
Calloway
Rita (Mrs. John) Olive, Bar- Walker, Augastus
nice (Mrs. J. Di Williams who was a candidate for the
Board of Governors of Wayne
and Dorothy (Mrs. Bee)
State University and a classgle.
The mate of Maceo's at
Fisk,
Here And There
AKA's presented a marvelous Melba and Floyd Jones, with
fashion show Sunday, "Fish- whom we stopped, Dr. George
Hiram, who sent hello to his
ion Marathon le" Sunday at
cousin,
Bernice Williams, Gil
the Club Rosewood with fashions from Julius Lewis Cloth- bert and Pat Fisher, sendinge
ing Store. There was a time hello to their sister and brothwhen it was fashionable to er in law. Lillian and Allen
have shows, parties and what Hammond, and Edward Glenn
have just for the sake of saying hello to Harold and,
having them but thank good.' Tillie Whalum.

FURNITURE
COMPANY

OPEN MONDAY AND
THURSDAY NIGHTS Ill 9 P.M.
SATURDAYS 'TIL 9 P.M.
Plenty FREE Stor•side Parking

Donald's INTIR10/1
DECORATING SERVICt
Coll 27S-I286

DAY IN, DAY OUT... WEEK IN, WEEK OUT
YEAR IN, YEAR OUT
WE AT DONALD'S STRIVE TO BRING YOU THE FINEST QUALITY FURNITURE
AT THE LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES! THAT'S WHY WE CONTINUE OUR FABULOUS„.

Gil

Se'
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Scl
fur
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Louis XIV BOMBAY FRENCH PROVINCIAL BEDROOM SUITE
74" Triple Dresser with double mirror, large Chest-ortChest, Tufted Gold Full-Site Bed and 2-drawer Comrnod•
Night Table. Regular $943.00.

4,5

ALL 4 PIECES
/
1
2price
$17.00 Per Mantis

FOR THIS
GREAT EVENT'

NOW ONLY

...Luxurious Dining Room
French Provincial... Thai
Sparkles With Excitement
T1P• poop Pre.
mol MI6 Ow *Mop nom Solo
for Pp.. Pm Oto
1.1.1l
eas,
OPP OPr
PPP PEP ow.POPP
PP•
444.1 el mow •••••••
mom
•••
.••••
pop *pop op app.
1140
•
kap Pres
PP.

Iramegnii

•••

p •••• me • hoomma

PIMP

ITALIAN PROVINCIAL
KING-SIZE Bedroom Suite — Consists of large spacious 78.*Triple
Dresser and 2-Twin M,rrors. Large Armoire Chest and anevt Chairbock King-Size lied and beautiful 2-drawer Commode Night Table.
This Suite in beautiful Cherry wood trimmed in Acacia Surf.

Reg. $1600.00

ALL I P.ICIS
ONLY ...

$26 Per Month
...••
'
,ter

ITALIAN
by

THOMASVILLE
Exclusively DONALD'S
in Memphis!

NOW IN STOCK
AND ON SALE!

fvf;

Se Inciting *le masterful
Louis xrv Living ROM Furniture. Straight from Italy.
Many elaborate pious to
solod from.

NOW IN SIM AND ON SALE!

NEW at DONALD'S
Beautiful

SPANISH-MEDITERRANEAN
BedroolieSuites in rich dark pecan wood. the newest and
most exalting group of furniture in America today.

3
%
OFF

1

.•

•.

.•

••••••••••
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NEA President AEW Speaker For Tuskegee

Gun'

EQUIPMENT —
Seventh grade teachers at
Ford
Road
Elementary
School examine equipment
furnished by South Central
Bell for use in speech and
English classes In their

study of correct telephone
usage From left are Beulah Martin, Ilarold Goodrich, acting principal; Alphonso Yates, Gloria Westbrook, Noah W. Bond and
Patricia L. Texas. The pro-

, ...,. s

(

TUSHEGICE I N S T ITUTZ, U. A. 'degree in Elementary' Other activities are member'
Al.. ..., Dr. William A. Hunter, Education at Atlanta Univer-'of Education common. Na
.
Dean of the Tuskegee In 1117,
time Urban League MI;
stituts School of Education, She Ms done further study member of President Johnannounced today that Mrs. Eliz• at Columbia University, Is& son's Advisory Council on
'bath Duncan Koontz, recently ana Unisorsity and North Caro- Education of toisadvantapd,
sleeted President of the Na- line college at Durham in Children 1965-68, and Board ofl
tonal Education Association special Education.
Education Digest 1$07-70. Ne-:
(NEA) will be the featured Honorary degrees and gro Civic League of Rowan
speaker for Tuskegee Insti- awards include: Doctor of Hu- County, North Carolina, and
lute's observance of AMA- mane- Utters and Distinguish- a member of the American Decan Education Week.
ad Towner Award from the legation to the Fourth Dart.
The theme for the week, Civitan Club, Salisbury, North mouth Conference, Soviet Union
1984.
November 10th through 1111th is: Carolina 19611.
"America has a Good Thing going in Its Schools."
Mrs. Koontz, who was elected President of NEA at its
JUST
I
106th Annual meeting In DalARRIVED?
las, Texas on July 8, 1988 Is on
leave from her job as special
education teacher at Price
We've no red
High School, • Salisbury, North
carpet to roll out;
no brass band to
Carolina, to give full time to
serenade you. But
her elected position u Presiwe can help you
dent of NEA.
with names and
Mrs. Koontz graduated, from
locations of
Price High School as salutatorschools, lists of
ian in 1935; and from Livingcommunity facilistone College (with honors) in
ties, shopping,
Information and
1938 with an A. B. in English
all the other things
and Elementary Education.
you'll want to know
Later Mrs. Koontz earned a
about
your Wagonnew
A
tesmehotsowns.
gram was designed with the
Welcome
will visit at your convenience
assistance of leading eduto provide all this and gifts as well.
It's all yours—free—for a telephone call to Welcome Wagon.
cators across the country
and relates to standard
courses in speech aid E.g.
lish.

WELCOME
NEWCOMERS!Usiithis coupon to let us know you're here
Name
Address

downtown • union at e.
sonthiand mall

City
Phone
CI Please have the Welcome Wagon Hostess call on me
0 I would like to subscribe to
ID I already subscribe to
HI out coupon and mail to Circulation Dept

fashion speciatiffs in sires
/
2to 321
/
2
18 to 60 and /61

gni MI gin
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The Store that cores—about you!

.
p. .
rper Rite

HAM si.i.1,..1...

6

Whole er Half
i
1..........—,ii
Fresh

690 LB %

1
i

10.

TOMATOES
6 to a tray vw‘v
\

't

%ma Ai... •1001
0.11 swim oft

,Greer
/

PEACHES

nn

1

4-29 oz. cans

au 1

li

Jonathan

i

APPLES 3!,

...\
,
,....__.
...._,

ma NEI OM INN

seamingly
slenderizing
Aerilan to knits

4905
-/

010111.

lemin

..400 0.01 vam1111 lesei,

c
ote

Thanks To Our Riders

I/
i

28.00

A-line with shaped seaming
slims and slenderizes...of
100% Acrilane acrylic
double knit guaranteed for
one full year's normal wear
by Monsanto Textile .Division.

,-4,
-,- p

The cooperation of our passengers in having
the exact fare ready when boarding buses is
very much appreciated by MTA and its
operators. If you have a question concerning
the new fare plan, call us at
,
g _trans'

6i

49%.

Pork

LB %
i
Sausage
--............1
,.......
Morrell's Pride
I
Pure Pork Sausage
I

1
I

1.,\si, 390

523-2521

A. distinctive seaming and
detachable tie ... multi.
gored for fit and comfort
... navy or peacock
accented by off-white.
/
2to 281i
size. 161

Super Rite 14--c--\1
Best in Quality Smoked \

4%,
lire

MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY

WO.

1.01 Inlisi Irv.
1'7101°

U. S.

4
.

Government Inspected
whio.,....290\‘
.1 Frying
#

1. welt seaming and lover's
.knot button trim for a youthful look . navy or rod.
sizes 48 to 52
MAIL ORDERS 7 add 60e pnatqle
plus 41
/
2co tux or qoicsl delivery.

,
I

J STOUT SHOPPE

DOWNTOWN •
64 SO. MAIN
• 527-6436
UNION Ave. •
1992 UNION
• 274.2065
WHITENAV1N • SOUTHLAND MALL • 391.0064

Benchmark Bourbon has great heart.
Because it's made by men with great hands.

AUTO SUPPLY CO.
DAVID M. ROSENBERG

Chickens
%
icut up lb.35CI
3 LIMIT
Charm

I
t
‘

Customer Satisfaction
for over 30 YEARS

CAKE MIX
All varieties

/
oz. 100 each /

71

wor vow* Oa*
44*

Radios will be given away FREE
Look for winners names in this paper

236 Chelsa at 5th-527-7307

Great hands and brains and that ancient
American tradition of caring a lot for your
craft. Skill plus desire,after all, is what's
always made one piece of work better than
another. So,if you suspect things aren't
made like they used to be anymore,taste
Benchmark. It'll renew your faith.

i

. -

ALP

\

(
4"

I
I
KETCHUP
i
$1 s00 li
1 5-14 oz. Bottles

The_ winner of the radio for the week of November 1
is PAULS BARBER SHOP 615 N. Third

,
-1—.......—.
Golden Ripe
II
BANANAS

Bencinuark—Seagram's Premium Bourbon.
Measure your Bourbon against it.

....1

1
/

1
\
\No

lb. 114
$0.1?
"""t

423 N. Cleveland

213 Frayser Blvd.
5999 Hwy. 51 South
2833 Lamar Ave.
1500 SO. LAUDERDALE
3561 PARK AVE.
3200 Perkins Rd. South
2465 POPLAR AVE.
4770 Poplar Ave.
3473 Somme( Ave.
4710 Summer Ave.

OPEN-NITES-SUNDAYS
AND HOLIDAYS
roo

osep

Seagram

Low,,

-

0

PRICES EXPIRE NOV. 9, 196$

,
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GREAT
SCOTCH!

••••

•••••

•4

Darla the Cocktail party
given in the honor of Soaker T, and The NI.Gs, such
notables as Al Sell Execu•

Rye Vice PrOsident of Stax
Records, Eddie Floyd. Itu•
fus Thomas and Al Ja(I,

sou Jr. were on hand to
welcome the group back,
(Photo By Continental)

Patronize
Anthony's

Tri-State
Defender
Advertisers

You're right...
it's light!
WAND 86 PROOF 100% BLENDED SCOTCH
WHISKY IMPORTED BY MR. BOSTON
DISTILLER INC.. BOSTON. MASS.

HOWE & KNOTT BREAD, Bus, RUC
are your yery best buy in Memphis!

WIG MFG. OUTLET OF MEMPHIS, Inc.
e•er TIS4111.1411•1111 Low Oworkeed, Law Profit Peaky directly offers Ho yes .•.

Mernpf,;: v M•mskjani
kaki
;•. rushed daily to your (mg
!HogueA Klatt supennir4t for
Itirirrvm heshrteis.

TANGIBLE COOPERATION
— Evidence of interest
in the advancement of the
total community was given
, recently when two leading
businesses opened accounts

man of the board of Malone and Hyde Wholesale
Grocers, and Tom Duna,
an official of the Pic-Pac
Stores, an affiliate of Malone and Hyde.

with the Tri-State Bank
of Memphis. Flanking Jesse Turner, center, executive vice president of TriState Bank of Memphis
are Joe Hyde, 11, left, chair-

•

REPEAT OF A SELL-OUT

•

Is Never Too Late
For Any HS Drop Out

By. BETTY GRANGER REID ling and Continuing Educationling Education Division. The
- Division earning 12 credits' Brooklyn-born educator, who
Despite school strikes, in- toward a degree despite the proudly recalls his work in
ferior educational patterns in'lack of a high school diploma. evening schools, believes that
THIS
many areas of New York City All are sponsored by the the project is just a new twist
Neighbor- in the original concept of an
Brooklyn
WEEK
and a long gap between school- Central
hood College, a community or- evening school.
days,
school
high
three
drop
ONLY
outs from Brooklyn underwent ganization which assists resi011••• ••••h.
"The evening school was
II9ro.
a change of heart and came dents with college potential to originally
designed for the
up loaded with lots of deter- develop their talentsto go on immigrant
who worked during
GUARANTEED T00% HUMAN HAIR
group
education.
The
higher
to
mination about obtaining an
WE USE BRITISH HITTING ONLY.
the day and wanted to study
education. The three have,is helping them to obtain
at night to pull himself up by
their "second tphieo imra.General Equivalency Di
given
been
his
own bootstraps," Dean
UniIsland
chance" at Long
Nierenberg
said. "I believe
1996 Union Ave. Phone 278-7424
versity's Brooklyn Center.
-There is nothing that pre- that the economically strapped,
master charge
Ilm••••••••1
1.1010/11 9 tea•
to.
.
C•••
Under a pilot project, launch- cludes L.I.U. admitting non mainly from the ghettos, can
Schram Cothieria•'s Stoat Shop & WWII* Stec.
ed this year, the three adult Ihigh school graduates, says do the same thing — earn by
441111w-0111110-.41Noe- -nemon--uomn--onew.
students are taking two cours- Harold Neirenberg, Dean of day, learn by night —
to imcs at the Center's Adult, Even- I Adult, Evening and Contintt- prove their lot."
Joslr.••••
WI

I ALL $1090
$3 o n %PT

1‘
'Rogue & Knott.1
Mambilrger

Anthony's Mdse. Co. Of Memphis, Inc.

\,7

or Hot Dog

.i BUNS

4111111110. 4411111111w 1111111•0 41111111.1. 41111•10.

80:.25 -

4•111M110.

As part of the pilot project
two of the women students, one
a housewife and the other an
office
worker, were given
scholarships. The third, a
young man who joined the program after it began, said he
was able to finance his college
studies.

4111•11w 1•1111

Hogue & Knot+
B:g 11/,
Sandwich Loaf'27
4

BREAD
BROWN 'N SERVE
hoo,ie & Knott
to Pact4aqe
V.
•I

Reserve The R g ht Tc L

1 "I discovered that there is a
freedom that quickly turns
into challenge in a college
atmosphere," wrote William
Pierre Coursey of Monroe
Street when he learned that
he had been accepted by The
Brooklyn Center.

27

• (:),,ah. • e,

SNOW FRESH
(GARBAGE\
s
Lima
CANS
21 gal. & LID' Beans
20oz POLY bag
$ 1.99
29*

r

I

MISS MUFFET

"I am grateful to the Neighborhood College for sponsoring
me as a possible student at
your institution." he penned
further. In capital letters, he
assured Dean Nierenberg:
AM WILLING AND PREPARED TO WORK HARD TO
. PROVE WORTHY OF THIS
SPECIAL
C 0 NSIDERATION
AND OFFER."

Green
Peas
20 01 Poly Bag

250

•91111W

FREEZER QUEEN

LARGE MEATY BIROS

Chicken
2 LBS
or
Beef Stew 99*
MISS MUFFET

FRYERS

5 lb

FREEZER QUEEN

Poly Bag

SALISBURY STEAK, CHACKEN
km-

69*

2 LBS.

HOGUE & KNOTT

A TEAM FOR PROGRESS

VP

0
°1

CARNATION
EVAPORATED MILK
MILK 141/2 ,01

GRADE

A ' LARGE

EGGS
ooz 43*

CHARLES MONGER
(Helder of a now franchise for a new husiness)

Mackerel

CHICK—A SAW

15 OZ. CAN 250

BACON

The Elite
HEADQUARTERS FOR LOEB'S BAR-B-Q
AND CHIC'N
560 South Parkway (E)

18
.4

•••

UE 14

OTT

1378 HOLLYWOOD
3511 PARK

4321 SUMMER

THANKS TO WILLIAM "BILL" LOEB

3384 N. THOMAS 973 SO. THIRD

1578 LAMAR

man interested in the black community)

•

•

•

• -.• _•

r

• •

4

•

•

g
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Mrs. Ilughes recalls that she
left the high school she attend1 cd in New York City when she
was a teenager to help out
Ifinancially at home. Miss
'Clark says she felt that she
'wasn't receiving meaningful or
proper education and so joined the ranks of the drop-outs.

Both are civic minded and
aid the efforts of the Central
Brooklyn
Neighborhood Col- .lege. Mrs. Hughes has turned
her • talent for writing to edit
'"A Parent's Guide to Schools"
for the group.
The Brooklyn Center's pilot
I
project traces back to this
past summer when the Neighborbood College appealed for
aid in its new Venture.

PEST
EXTERMINATING LO.
TERMITES -ROACHES
WATER BUGS -RATS
Licensed and Bonded
CALL US BEFORE YOU ARS
EMBARRASSED
"WE KILL TO LIVE"

CALL

3362'SUMMER

"Go and check Mr. Monger"

Open Svidays for For Your Shoppirl Convenience 9 AM' to 1 P.M
,lexcept no. 5)

.9

1
I L.
I
I
I
I
,
0
,
I

MERGE IN THE BLACK COMMUNITY
*****************
"So We Salute''

50

SEA ACE

Can

3FOR 49C

,t

BISCUITS
3 cans for 25*

i

When Understanding
Cooperation
And Self Help

$1.19
•

10 OZ PKG

BALLAD or
PILLSBURY

410

A—LA—KING

PIN'AC

FLOUR
5 lb. bag 59*
LB

"There Is A Difference

DELTA BRAND

OMEGA
plain or selfrising

Pure
Pork
21

1

ro! -

FRENCH]
"BOIL IN THE BAG"
FRIES
SLICED BEEF, CHICKEN , TURKEY

••

"This was a most heartening
beginning for our program,"
said Dean Nierenberg.
Coursey is majoring in business administration while tak;ng an additional course in
psychology. The civic-minded
youth who has helped to run a
number of musical and cultural programs in Bedford
Stuyvesant ("my
neighborhood,' he proudly says) dropped out of high school mainly because of the lack of challenge and recurring illness.
Both scholarship recipients,
Mrs. Ernestine J. Hughes. of
Lafayette Avenue, and Heather
Clark, of Eastern Parkway,
are currently majoring in sociology, and additionally take
a course in English.

cut-up
tray-pak lb 24
0

tiOVER)IENT FOOD-SirAMPt....

I:

SAT

4unnua. -01111Mio-

-4-

-

a•at

4081100- -11111111m- -411•110- .41111111m.

O.Z. EVERS
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
PH. FA 7-11032,
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THE

YOU CAN

KROGtRREVOLuTION

toTtwow

AOMIER

***************************
*
*
SERVICEMEN'S
*
*
**
SPECIAL
*
:
*
*WHERE EVER THEY GO

YOUR
FOOD COSTS
WITH

;:4151040,
THEY WILL WANT TO

*

Slashed
Prices
10 TO 14 LB.

SEMI-BNIS,HAMS
WHOLE FRYERS
Chuck Roast

Half or
Whole,

TRI-STATE DEFENDER

69

* IT'S THE NEXT BEST THING TO A LETTER FROM HOME.

KROGER FRESH

Tri-State Defender
236 S. Danny Thomas Blvd.
Memphis, Tenn. 38101

U.S. CHOICE TENDERAY

Please send the

lb

Name &

COUNTRY STYLE — RINDLESS

LOOK FOR THIS
LABEL WHEN YOU
BUY BEEF

49
Loaves 25
lb.

KROGER Sandwich

Bread

1.113 "1

When you buy Kroger Tenderoy brand
beef, the quality is always guarantee d.
No sprays or chemicals ore ever added
to Tenderoy. It
tendered NATURALLY
to tast• best.

(100 Stamp Coupon)
with this coupon and $5.00
purchase, excluding tobacco
and fresh or frozen milk
prcducts. Good thru Tues.,
Limit • One
Nov. 12.

EXTRA
TOP
VALUE
STAMPS

APO/FPO or Camp

Country
Please send Ar

—E
Address.. .2160 So7O-rkzay7s7
JUST CALL MRS. PHILLIPS AT

Sired.
Aiinss

is enclosed
••

State—

City

743-2630 AND WE'LL SEND YOU
A GIFT CERTIFICATE GOOD
FOR A

TENDER AY SIRLOIN

Top Value Stamps

e conveniently located at

1520 UNION AVE.
EASTGATE CENTER
WHITEHAVEN PLAZA
FRAYSER PI AZA

nog

10 7m -.5 cm
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NASHVILLE — Coach Jolla
A. Merrftt's Tennessee State
Tigers got back into the winning column here last Sits'
day afternoon by blanldng
'Southern University 16-0 before LOOS splashed fans in W.
J. Hale Stadium.
Both defensive teams kept
the bayou country lads and the
Merrittmen from mounting a
sustained offensive charge,
but State managed 136 yards
in total offense while limiting
, the Jaguars to 96.
Now 4-2 on the season and a
I home-stand game with Morris
Brown next Saturday, the Big
Blue climbed on the winning
wagon with a 76-yard drive
that was kept alive by a personal foul called against Southern.
Starting from their own 24,
the Big Blues lost sizable yardage, and with fourth and two
from the 25, punter Joe Gilliam
was hit after he kicked, which
gave his team a first and 10
from their 40.
Leading ground gainer Wayne
Reese picked up 15 more yards
in three sorties, moving the
ball to the Southern 22. After
a loss of one yard, first year
signal caller Cliff Brooks hit
Joe Cooper with a 23-yard
' airborne paydirt strike, capping the 76-yard, 13-play drive
with a little better than four
minutes left in the first half.
Defensive specialist James
I Marsalis recovered a Jaguar
bobble on Southern's 22 to set
I up State's 23-yard field goal
boot by Joe Willie Jones with
48 seconds left in the half,
which gave the Big Blue a 9-0
intermission lead.
I Both sides played air-tight
' defense until the final three
minutes of the game. Backed
up on their own two-yard stripe,
Southern's Joe Williams tried
to pass from his own end
zone. It was intercepted by
linebacker James Greer who
raced three yards to the paymaster's window. Jones toed
the game's final point.

"A Fashion Forecast," sellduled for the evening of Nov.
22 in the Little Theatre on
the
LeMoyne-Owen campus,
promises to be a delightful
evening for the ladies and
the men.
The show of fashions will be
presented
in
the
260-seal
theatre by the college's local
alumni club.
Tickets

to the
affair are
,o1e ,nd 711'V bepur-

on ,,,

ehased from alumni or at the
collece business office.
Mrs LeEleanor Benson is
L,encral chairman of the production and Miss Eunice Carruthers is in charge of models.
Mrs. Lettie L. Poston is serving as ticket chairman and
Dover Crawford is chairman
of the souvenir booklet. He is
being assisted by Mrs.
Anna
L. Weathers.

Wilcon Rated 70th
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r
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TDODGETiff
No 1 ranking in this week's
.t,ininr Colleoe Athletic Association football poll.
The ralifornianc. who defeated the Air Force Junior
Varsity 44-26 last week, are
l
unbeaten in six games.
Ferrum. Va., unbeaten in
seven games, held on to second and Ellsworth of Iowa
Falls, Iowa, once-beaten in
seven outings. took over third.
Phoenix, Ariz., with a 5-1
record, was fourth and undefeated Fort Scott, Kan., with
a 7-0 mark, was fifth.

I.F:GAL NOTICE TO ainrines
Proposals will be received by the
Memphis Housing Authority at tte

1•1114 Peat!, Pride Teethpeete
2911 iota Cattetters New

office 700 Adams Avenue, Memphis. Tennessee. until 10 o'clock
A.W.C.S.T.. Friday. November 15.
1960. for furnishing and delivery
of wood screen door gods be the
shop of the Authority, gm mi.
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Jaguars Are
Held Scoreless
In Nashville

Fashion Show
To Be Staged
By Alumni Club
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That may sound odd, but all we mean is that the great taste Of
&pogrom's 7 Crown never change*. Drink after drink. Bottle after bottle.
Perhaps that's why one other thing never changes.7 Crown's
tremendous popularity.(The favorite for 21 years now!)
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win over befuddled Overton
last week, served notice to
all concerned that the Wildcats
are a much improved team
trotn the one which bit the
CITY CHAMPIONSHIP PLAY nudge out pesky Westaide 35- dust in its opener with Melrose
32. On the three way flip of
OFFS
Phillip Jett scampered all
The four team city play offs the coin Trezevant's luck held over the Fairgrounds last week
to determine the Memphis In- up once again. Oakhaven was in the rout over Overton, and, NEW YORK — Two outstand- g'ro youth. The Guthrie and LeMoyne—Owen College has play some teams in the SIAC
terscholastic Athletic Associa- the preseason pick before beindications, the fleeting students, one from the Kuntz scholarships are the joined the Volunteer State and Gulf Coast Conference.
all
tion football champion is a ing knocked off early by an from
grants Athletic Conference, it was Lane at Jackson was invited
seventh
and eighth
halfback's injured
shoulder'
near rematch of last year's unheraided Lester team guided has healed completely. Jett midwest and the other from made under this program since announced
t h is
week
by to become a member of VSAC,
elimination. Melrose, the only by new coach Hubbard Alex- and Billy (Do It All) Richmond'New York City, are attending it was started in 1965.
Jerry C. Johnson, athletic di- but declined. Knoxville ColAlexander
was
an
asander.
undefeated eleven in the MlAA
rector and head basketball lege at Knoxville, also into go with a tough forward
winners
Winners of the Achievement coach at the college.
with a sparkling 9-0 mark, will sistant to Lester and was nam- wall make Hamilton the likely Harvard University as
vited, has until Nov. 15 to
take on Tre..evant Thursday ed head coach after the school's opponent in the championship of the 1968 National Distillers awards are chosen in a na- Faculty of the college vot- make a decision.
night of this week in Memorial first grid mentor, Herman showdown with Melrose next Achievement Scholarships for tionwide competition adminis- ed last week to accept an intered for National Distillers vitation to join VSAC. Approval LeMoyne—Owen will be eliStadium for the Blue Division O'Neil, resigned last spring.
Friday night in Memorial Stacrown and the right to meet MELROSE FAVORED AGAIN dium. CBHS, the defending city promising Negro youth. The and Chemical Corporation by had been given earlier by the gible to participate in the Volthe National Merit Scholarship LeMoyne—Owen athletic com- unteer State Athletic Confthe Red Division winner for
The monorail express, which champs, are not as strong as scholars are Michael J. GuthCorporation, of Evanston, Ill., mittee, alumni and students. erence basketball tournament
the city championship next best describes the deadly Mel- the 1967 Brothers but still
rie, a graduate of Thomas A. an i n d ependent, non-profit
representaThe
Friday night.
rose attack, is again expected went undefeated in AAA com- Edison High School, Gary InLeMoyne — Owen will give in Nashville in February.
organization. Students selected
tive of the iled Division will to take its toll when the Bears petition to make their season
diana, and William F. Kuntz, may elect any course of study up its membership in the VSAC is composed of two
be the victor of the Hamilton- attempt to claw the speedy 6-2-1 a respectable one. On
Preparatory in the liberal arts and sciences. Southern Intercollegiate Ath- divisions
Fordham
from
Belm oat,
with
scrap.
Brothers
Christian
Golden Wildcats half-pint backs. paper CBHS simply can't School, New York.
letic Conference at the end Bethel, Christian Brothers, the
and may attend
curriculum
defeated
Trezevant match the overall strength of
of this school year. Coach University of Tennessee at
Trezevant has proved once Melrose
Young Guthrie, an athlete any accredited college of their ohnson explained
that his Maria, Union and LeMoyne—
again that the Bears are not last year for the Blue title Hamilton. On the other hand
as well as scholar, is the son choice. Colleges picked by the
only tough on the gridiron, but dropped the championship the football can take peculiar of Mr. and Mrs. Willie Guth- winners also receive an an- teams will play all games Owen in the West, and Carson
bounces at the most inopporalready scheduled
but adept at calling tossed game to CBHS.
—Newman, King, Lincoln Merie, of 4222 West 20th Place, nual grant from National Dis- colleges
during 1968-69.
coins. Last year the Bears of
The Golden Wildcats would tune times, besides CBHS has Gary. He is preparing himself tillers.
morial, Milligan, Tennessee
the A-League got into the like nothing better than to a winning tradition.
He pointed out that the Wesleyan and Tusculum in
at Harvard for a career in
playoffs after tying South Side gain some measure of reThe
Natio nal Distillers. Magicians wili continue to I the East.
transportation.
CONSOLATION GAME
stern
and winning the coin flip for venge against the Brothers.
At Edison High, he was a Achievement Scholarships
the right to continue in the Coach E Idri dge Mitchell
A consolation game between member of the National Honor from the company's interest
championship countdown. Up knows from hard-earned ex- the losers in the semifinals Society, Hoosier Boy's State in enlarging opportunities for
until two weeks ago it looked perience that you can't win will decide third place. This is Delegate and captain of the talented Negro students. This
as if darkhorse Lester would just by showing up, and Tre- the first time for the consola- football team. He was also aim is also expressed in Noemerge as the surprize A-win- zevant could be real big trou- tion prize. Trophies are to be president of the school's "E" tional's support of the United!
ner before being upset by ble if the Bears can catch awarded the league winners Club, "King" of the Senior Negro College Fund, the NaTrezevant. The final standings Melrose looking past them to including the three teams who Prom and "Mr. Football" at tional Scholarship Service andi
were thrown into a three way the championship game.
tied for the A-League crown, the school's homecoming in his Fund for Negro Students, the
Independent Schvols T a 1 ent
tie when the Bears, Lester
division champs and the city senior year.
Search Program FA Better
and Oakhaven defeated their Melrose closed out its regu- champ.
respective opponents last week lar schedule last week with a
William Kuntz, son of Mr. Chance), and in the broader
COLLEGE ROUND-UP
to finish the season with iden- resounding 45-13 victory over
and Mrs, William Kuntz, of but related area of social
under manned Treadwell. This
tical 4-1 records.
222-09 109th Avenue, Queens welfare, the National Urban
Tennessee
A&I
State
continVillage, New York, is taking League, an interracial agency,
Lester, despite a 4-5 finish was typically the way Melrose
ues its mastery over Southern
overall, concluded one of its has mowed down foes in the
a pre-law course at Harvard. and the National Association
U. of Baton Rouge, La. In a
Also a member of the Honor for the Advancement of Colored
best seasons by swamping AA-League. The 'Cats will be
lack-luster contest played beodds
on
favorite
to
win
their
Society, and winner of a sil- People.
Father Bertrand 33-0 only to
fore about 7,000 fans in Nashver medal for scholastic ex
have its championship aspira- first MIAA City Championship.
ville last Saturday afternoon,
cellence, William was a memtion go down the drain on the Hamilton, th-:. AAAA winner
the Big Blues posted a 16-0
flip of a coin. Trezevant ran after a terrific display of de- triumph. The win broke a two ber of the Senior Council at
Fordham Prep and a member
rougshod over East 39-7, while fensive and offensive might in
game losing streak for A&I
of the basketball team for four
Oakhaven had to hold on to a pulverizing 53-13 landslide
which had dropped road con- years. He was a reporter on
MORE SUPER SOUL MUSIC
tests to Grambling and Florida the school paper, a school
A&M.
delegate to the World Youth
WITH MEMPHIS
The first annual "Community
MECHANICS WANTED
The big news in Nashville Forum and first place winner
in the school writing contest.
Consolidation Benefit Banquet
GAS & DIESEL
SUPER SOUL'Ur
Whiz Kid
last week as the 74-6 lopsided
Permanent Position, Group Life and Hospital Benefits, Paid
Improved
Retail-Con,
of
the
Distillers
nal
Natio
The
700 P.M. to 12:00 A .1e.
Vacation. Local, truck leasing company has openings for Me- win by Fisk over Knoxville Achievement awards, worth
s u m er Relations Committee!
chanics who want steady employment in large, roomy shop. College. The Bulldogs have up to $6,000 each for the four
Good working Conditions. CALL GLENN DeWITT at 942-4687.1 had their ups and downs, both years of college, depending on of IEB of America, Inc., has
CARL CARSON LEASING CORP.
Fisk and Knoxville. However, the need of the student, were been cancelled due to lack of
I on
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOY
this Saturday afternoon it established by National to support.
was the hometown canines provide increased educational
who had the strongest barks. opportunity for promising Ne- Originally scheduled for Nov..
I 22 at the Sheraton-Chicago
t Hotel, the benefit will be held'
lin November of 1969.
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Negro Students Win •,!LeMoyne-Owen Joins
Harvard Scholarships The VSA Conference

SA

Tu

PI

GA
YOUNGEST MEMBER — A.
the youngest member of the
Ade Moore Unit 200 Auxiliary
of the American Legion at
Trenton, Tenn., little Carissa
Vainness Marsh will be presented a POO scholarship on
her first birthday, Jan. 21, 1968.
Veterans, members of their
families and friends are invited to share in the occasion.
The baby is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. James E. Marsh,
Sr. Mrs. Vera isher of 411
Lee street, Dyer, Tenn., is
chairman.
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NIGHTand DAY

IEB Benefit
Is Postponed

vrall114.1V

All tickets purchased for
the 1968 affair will be honoredl
at that time. Persons wishing
refunds may call 924-3483.

Al Pericons
3.09 P.M. to 7400 P.M.

Cat Daddio
12:A.M.1'a 6•A•hl.

Avery F. Davis
9 00 A.M. to 7.09 P.M.
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MEMPHIS' LARGEST FOOD STORES
EAST-5014 POPLAR ,At Mendennoll)
MIDTOWN -1620 MADISON
Dixie Bell
.Fresh

CRACKERS
lb. box
Grade "A"
Government Inspected

15*

per lb. 490

For Salads or Cooking
4 lb

WESSON
OIL
24 oz. Btle. 39e

FRYERS
3 limit
whole lb

GROUND
BEEF

250

pkg. or more

4150

Southern Belle

Tim Frozen Turnips
a- Mustard

Bounty

SMOKED HAM

.111I••

Shank Portion

*REIMS TOWELS
t'irifimit 100
2 roll pkg 35q:
Or.4lig.
each
Tom Frozen cut greenst

BABY
LIMA
Beans
20 oz. bag
Derby Beef

Butt Potion

45011

580 LB.
WE HONOR
GOVERNMENT
FOOD STAMPS

Fred Montesi

4 or
t o tal
limit

2501

PEANUT
BUTTER
18 oz.
490

U. S. No. 1 Washed

RED
POTATOES
10 lb Bag
450

Kraft 18 oz

CHILLI with
PEACH
BEANS
PRESERVES
15 1/2 01
29e
35$1777Z

FRED

NEW 69 CHEVY
STATION SELL-OUT
WAGON

COFFEE

OVER

FRED

5

IN STOCK

All Models Colors
From Stripped 6 cyls.
To Loaded Caprices

BUY NOW!
GET A SPRING DEAL IN THE FALL

MONTESI

367 UNION

lb., Can 150

2989 SUMMER

MONTtSI

.•.

Grade
Fred Montesi
all white and Fertile

.""
$0. EGGS large
Doz.

FRED MONTESI
REG or thick

BACON SLICED
2 LBS.

9501 LB.494

par

24
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With coupon and $5.00 additional
rchose, •xcludina
value of coupon rnerchandis• (fresh milk products and
tobacco also •xcluded in camplianc• with state low).
Coupon •.p•res Watin•sday
NOV. 13, 1968
ONE
coupon per fornily per week

•

0r
Ti31

S

or FRED MONTESI lb. can lc (or 58$
->off any 8 oz. or larger instant coffee

WITH COUPON

firs
cou

set

Folger's, Maryland Club, Maxwell House,
Chase & Sanborn
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BE FOR REAL...vvvvvvvy
HAVE A WARM HEART
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AMERICA IS MOST POWERFUL NATION

Program To Help
Ghetto Drop Outs

U.S.

President's Policies
ect Entire World

in a practice-what-we preach tests
show him to belong.
gesttsee_ the New York Times When the program is cornhas launched a pilot school- pleted, in from 40
to 70 weeki,
I 1•
s ork -irogrom for ten black the youths are expected to earn
and Puerto Rican young men, a high school equivalency diI.nging in ages from 17 to 22 p'oma recognired by the
State
ho were school dropouts. of New York.
be
will
They
groomed for
ocialtions in the newspaper's The Times was prepared to By NICHOLAS ASHFORD tack Egypt over the national. American doll:r it would seem
ization of the S u e z, Presi- unlikely that a relaxation would
editorial z nd ausiness de p-art-- stand the full cost of the pro,r, m. but was urged by the LONDON— Never in ths dent Eisenhower put such pres- be contemplated in the near fuhistory of the world has a sure on Britain that the cam- ture.
qg For your noliday wardrobe of sepa- style, made from a standard pattern.
In a selrio'rriom estAlished government to participate in
single man had such far reach- paign was called off after
temporarily in the editorial its nationwide effort to ena vest. Left: A It's given added flair with scallops and
ing influence as a present day only a few days. And in the The most crucial economic rates included must be
conferen
iin on the 10th courage employers to hire and
however,
all,
of
consideration
petite bolero, fancied up with cotton vel- scrolls made from soutache broad. Right:
American president. Even at early days of the present Prime
of
the big Times Build- or.lin dropouts So, part of the
floor
will depend on the ability of
Emthe
British
the
of
height
A basic vest pattern made up in soft coting on West 43rd street, near c°st of the program will be fi- pire, when it spread over Minister Harold Wilson admin- the new president to put the veteen to wear over skirts or pants. This
nanr•ed
by
a
grant
Johnson
from
the
President
istration
Broadway, the youths attend
country's financial affairs in one's embroidered in lazy daisies using ton suede is given added interest with an
more than a quarter of the
school from 8 to 10 eachweek- U. S. Department of Labor and world map, the arrival of a Johnson quickly called Wilson order, to cure the balance of six-strand cotton floss. Buttons and loops all-over diamond-shaped moif. Created
the National Allii nce of Busi.
into line after he had been
day morning in addition to
new incumbent at 10 Downing "unwise" enough to criticize payments and to halt inflation. are fashioned from middy braid. Cen- with cotton twill tape. Mark off diamond
nessmen.
workin^ full time.
Despite the curbs on overseas
at. in London was of considThe Board of Fundamental Freeir n Moyler. a 37-year erably less direct importance American bombing of North investment and the 10 per cent ter: The vest takes on a romantic, Span- pattern with chalk pencil, making parVietnam,
Education, it private, non-pro- old black stiff assistant in the to,
tax increase introduced at the ish look for evenings at home. Rich cot- allel lines 21/
2 inches apart, and stitch on
say, an Indian or an Afrifit organization, provides the Times' (:ersonnel department, can than the presence of a Economically, the influence beginning of the year the ton velveteen is used for this hip-length both edges of tape.
teachers. Each trainee has has been assigned the watch-,new president at the White of the Amencan president is American treasury is still foremore direct. America, for in- casting a deficit of $3 billion
been tested and placed in a lo", ress"onsibility fur conduct- House is today.
stancee, is the main export to $.3.5 billion this year. If the
where the ing the program.
class at the level __
_ _ ..__J Whether we like it or not market for many European new president fails to restore
the United States is the most and non-European countries. confidence in the dollar then
powerful country In the world Last year about one eighth of a repetition of this year's inter• 1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC
• today and as such is bound all British goods sold abroad, national currency crisis would
III to play a majnr role in inter-lworth about 51.5 billion went seem inevitable.
national political and economic
I
the United States and
I
How the new incumbent
affairs. As Bri,ain, for historic to
a
the first eight months
during
•Effective November 29 I965
.and linguistic reasons, is con- of the current year British the White House will deal
Parallel lines of diamonds
Your wardrobe of separates, Measure three-eighths of an
8 A.M.-6 P.M.
gi siderably closer to the Amen- exports to America amounted with these v'arious problems [ isn't complete unless it includes inch from the last row of braid should be spaced two and a
If
Sat
25
11
Sat
u
remains to be seen. Mr.
Monday
• can than many other countries, to a record $1.35 billion.
a vest. Lavishly trimmed and and attach two additional rows, half inches apart. Place twill
• Sat Ifewl II A 14 tiriPN
George Wallace, the third•
presidential
the
the
of
impact
thru
newly elegant, the vest can following curves of the scalIt
the
that
is
here
fear
The
• Sue. Opus It A.M. le 2 IP
presidential
party
nominee,
le
tape over the lines and stitch
is that much greater.
•
Friday
new president may give way said there is "not a dime's be the all-important element' lops. Then add a final row of
a i elections
Therefore, it is to be hoped
on both edges of tape. Be carean
of
n
three-eights
braid
single
together
separates
pulls
that
for
demand
growing
the
worth of difference" between
I that the American electorate to
inch from the second row, ful not to stretch tape. Then
: SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH "
meas ures in the two main candidates, Mr. into a fashionable whole
protectionist
a which, for the most part voted America to preserve certain Richard Nixon and Mr. Hubert Make your own handsome[ swirling the braid into loops finish vest as desired.
3100 Summer at Baltic
•
bread-and-butter domestic
sectors of the domestic econovest for the holidays. . .to wean between the scallop curves.
nissamemalianuales•a••■••nsaan•smaidi on
If embroidery work is your
issues such as civil rights, my from "unfair" competition. Humphrey—and there may be
a skirt or pants. . .fori Outline armholes with two
over
more
Mr.
in
truth
Wallace's
law and order or Vietnam (if
by
Of the two main contenders
or dressy occasions.1 rows of braid an eighth of an talent, have a field day
that can be considered a Mr. Nixon was thought to be words than even he himself casual
shorta
on
daisies
scattering
Choose a simple pattern and a'inch from edges, and a single
domestic issue), gave some the man most likely to heed realized.
presidents rich fabric like cotton suedei row another eighth of an inch ...Topped bolero type vest. Use
all
thought to the effect their the prootectionists particularly For, like
a daisy stitch to embroider
since the end of the last war,lor cotton velvet. Then apply in from the first.
choice will have on the world
• .
if there is, as expected, a
[ trimmings with a lavish hand,
flowers on the vest before lin(and
one
have
new
would
the
as a whole.
swing to the right in the conincluded Mr. Wallace if he!suggests the National Cotton Another imaginative way to ing. On each front, make three
As far as Britain is congressional elections.
had won the election) will be Council.
trim a vest is to give it an flowers about a half inch in
cerned the influence of the
BARGAINS IN UNIUDEEmE0 PLEDGES
American president has both a The flow of American invest- governed by events and there Give a Spanish flavor to a all-over diamond motif with diameter with six strands of
SUITS • 0,COATS • SNOT BUNS • LUGGAGE
political and economic impact. ment overseas can also be is no reason to believe he will hip-length vest, for example, cotton twill tape. For best re- cotton floss.
is America's junior affected by direct presidential be other than pragmatic. Op- by scalloping the edges and sults, trim the vest before ap- Then use the floss doubled
Britain
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
lally in a whole range of bi- intetrvention as was seen at timistic promises are easily trimming with soutache braid. plying linings or facing. With (12 strands) to make three
MONEY LOANED
lateral and multilateral pacts the beginning of this year made during the election cam-!trimming. Stitch three rows of a ruler and a sharp chalk pen- more flowers, varying the sizes
and as such is expected to with the introduction of man- paigns, but lL'ss easily kept braid close together at edges cil, mark diamond shapes over from an inch to an inch and
ON AIL ARTICLES OF YALU'
consult with America's leaders datory controls on the flow of when once in office,
thre e-quarters in diameter.
of the vest
the entire vest.
176 IL 178 UAL STR117.18 6.5;00 over important matters of American mouey abroad.
The question here is—will
foreign policy.
If Britain moves too far away the new president maintain
from the American line she the curbs introduced by Presican find herself in trouble. dent Johnson, will he relax
OF ALL THE AMAZING STORIES YOU'VE READ ABOUT
To take two examples. In them or make them even
REV.COSTONIE, WE BELIEVE OURS IS THE STRANGEST,
joined tighter? Bearing in mind the
Britain
when
1956
SAYS:
with France and Israel to at. continuing pressures on the
JESSIE TAYLOR

Vested Interest Runs
,n At Fashionable High

1

CAR WASH $

THAN'S
LOAN FFICE

MRS.
5904 SO. HAL.STED, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60653

NEEDED
*Teachers
'Counselors
*Counselors Aides
'Social Workers
'Drivers
Carrie Veal
Jessie 'Taylor
afflicted my sixillness
strange
o
About two years ago
contint•r, Carrie. She hoo the very best medical care but
on
ued to grow worse. We spent almost our entire savings
but
her
to
good
were
They
hospitals.
then
doctors,
first
could find no cause for her strange illness. She was raoidly wasting away each day and near death. We ore devote
REV. COS.
CF ristians and turned to prayer. We asked
TONIE to help us.
pre•
This truly God.sent mart prayed for my sister and
exac,ly
pared his way of prayer for her. The very next day,
rran, my sister
24 hours after our first visit to this amazing
was improved. Now we visit REV. COSTONIE everyday
serfor prayer and instructions. We also attend his church
so that
him
help
to
pledged
'ave
ond
Sunday
every
vices
corn .
this church might be completed. For my sister has
pletly recovered.
.knyone with a problem should cell this wonderful mini.
him and
istet for an appointment ot WA4-4969. Or write
St., Chicago,
send your contiibutions to 927 E. 47th
no's 60653.

This program is a program working
with the culturally dis- advantaged.
Submit resume which will be kept
in strick confidence to
Delta Education Corp.
Holiday Towers

Box 419 and 420
Madison at Danny Thomas
Memphis,Tenn.38103

FAITM TEMPLE CHURCII
927 E. 47th STREET
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60453

••••
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ESTABLISHES FUND — A
fund to help feed, clothe
and house the wife and
eight children of Joseph
Hagan, a sanitation worker who was killed while
working as a service station attendant at a Spur

FRE
Anchor Hocking FIREKING Ovenware

FRENCH CUSTARD DISH
Buy Beautiful Matching
FIREKING Ovenware'

CASSEROLES

Only

TIC

,40

EACH
•••4•.• :"
•••• • • %.:

1

.11:

and Darryl Michael, seven.
Persons desiring to contribute the fund should call
Mr. Moore at 527-6983 or
526-7154. (Withers Photo)

Woolworth Will Build
New Store In Harlem

3 1 SOME ARE LIKE THAT

1:4•S.

or early twenties while trying to earn money to buy
Christmas presents for his
family. Children pictured
here are Doris, 21: Barbara,
19; Betty Jo. 16; Gloria
Jean, 15; Leroy, 13; Joseph Jr., 12: Robert, 10

Filling Station at 321 Walnut. and presenting Mrs.
Myrtle Hagan a check for
$25.00 is "Blackie" Moore
of Blackie's Body Shop at
148 S. Second St. Mr.
Hagan was shot to death by
two men in their late teens

So, until I'm able to reach a Conclusive decision
regarding this latest examination, I very heartily
recommend that you eat, drink, and be merry.

•
.
NEW YORK — The F. W. In addition to expanding
provide to
Co mpany today departments
Woolworth
announced plans for "suhstan- wider selections of wearing aptial" expansion in the heart of parel for the entire family.
there will be more complete
Harlem.
A new store, to be built on lines of appliances, candy.
the northwest corner of Lenox cosmetics, horticultural supAvenue and 116th street, di- plies, housewares, Jewelry, pets
rectly across the street from and net supplies, stationery
the company's present facility, and toys.
will have 23.000 square feet of The new store will provide
building space. more than 11,800 square feet of selling
double the present store's space on the first floor and
6.000 square feet in the basearea.
ment. with 6 100 square feet
Woolworth last winter acfor stock and utility rooms
(-mired property to make pos- Pl-ns
call for air conditioning sible the expansion of another soft lighting and a bright decor:
Woolworth store, at 216 West There will
be a 50-seat lunch
125th street.
connter on the first floor.
John W. Lynn, the c o m- "Woolworth's will need to
,pany's Northeastern regional recruit additional men and
vice president, said that con- women from the Harlem comstruction work will begin on munity to staff the expanded
the Lenox Avenue proiect in operation where merchandise
the snring. with the work to be display snace will increase
comnleted early next year.
from 86fl feet to 2.187 lineal
"The larger store will make feet of rounters," Mr. Lynn
possible exnended lines of mer- rnnorted.
chendise with wider selection "Our nersonnel recruitment:
to meet the changing needs of 'n' trinlnc orograms are
today's customer and emphasi- geared to attract dedicated zes Woolworth's confidence in young men and women and proded.arlem community." heivide real opportunity for &dtahdeH
i vancement."

I
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DEFENDER

Certain Weapons Must Be Registered At I RS

If

provides that information or offices for the purpose of regis- r the registration requirements:
NASHVILLE — Anyone hay- ' ber 1.
Puny automatic guns, such as
ing an unregistered machine The Gun Control Act of i evidence submitted in register- tration.
a weapon during this peri., Former servicemen should machine guns and pistols that
gun, sawed-off shotgun, short 1968, signed into law last week, trig
cannot be used against the! re
any automatic wea- fire more than one shot
trige.s by a
barreled rifle or other gang., establishes a 30-day period for od
registrant in any criminal Pm' pon. Pistols
certain
weapons'
registration
of
with shoulder single function of the
ster-type weapon, or a de-'
arising out of a priorj stocks, or other National Fire- and firearm mufflers or sivice such as a bomb, grenade and destructive .devices. The ceedimg
or
concurrent violation of arm Act weapon they might lencers. In addition, registradoes
requirement
registration
or land mine, may register it
the law. However, this would have as a souvenir of their
tion is required of all weapons
with the Internal Revenue not affect ordinary rifles, shotnot prevent prosecution for military days. Anyone with a or devices, except for conven-4
and
revolvers.
pistols
guns,
Service without penaly from
furnishing false information. bomb or grenade should make tonal pistols or revolvers,1
'
November 2 through Decein-i The Gun Control Act Law
Firearms and devices cover- sure it is deactivated. The IRS which are capable of firing
ed by the registration require- can make arrangements to a shot and being concealed on
ments must be registered by have the device inspected and a person and weapons formerLOAN OFFICE
Wing Form 4467, in duplicate, deactivated.
ly classified as "dewats" —
with Director, Alcohol & Tobac- The registration requirement'deactivated war trophies.
11240445 SEALE ST.
co Tax Division, Internal Rev- for
weapons: Destructive devices, such as
g a ngster-type
enue S e rvice, Washington, dates back to the National explosives, incendiary or poiMONEY TO LOAN
D. C. 20224.
Firearms Act of 1934. There is son gas bombs, grenades, roc, Anywone with a weapon to no federal registration require- kets, missiles, mines and cerON ANY tRTICLE OF VALUE
register should write or phone ment for ordinary rifles, shot- tain projectile firing weapons,
an office of the IRS and ob- guns, pistols and revolvers, namely anti-tank guns, baNO LOAN TOO LARGE
tain copies of Form 4467. All although certain controls on zookas, and
mortars, also
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
technical questions should be the sales of these weapons be- must be registered.
directed to the local office of come effective December 16,
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
Anyone who possesses a
the Alcohol and Tobacco Tax 1968, as part of the new gun
firearm or destructive device,
Division. Weapons and devices law.
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL 14 6-1450
1 as defined by National Fireshould not be brought to IRS Firearms which must be arms
Act, and who fails to
registered under the Act in- register the weapon between
clude shotguns with barrels November 2 and December 1
less than 18 inches long, rifles as required by the Gun Control
with barrels less than 16 Act, will be subject to iminches long, and altered rifles prisonment up to 10 year, a
and shotguns with an overall fine up to $10,000 or both for
length of less than 26 inches, each weapon not registered.
such as shotguns or rifles cut Under certain conditions, the
down to pistol size or shape.
law provides civil penalties
Other firearms covered by and property forfeitures.

1$ "SPECIAL SALE"
100% HUMAN HAIR

SHORTIE
WIGS

12 995
Hand made Wig
39.95
Afro Wig
19.95
Curly Stretch Wig 17.95
Wiglets
7.95
34.95
Long Falls
5.50
Clean & Style

The Veterans' Corner

Sr a oratir5:,

Tonight's the night to discover
the Smooth Canadian.

(A1tiom/4%145o
*0.000.

Seagram's V.O. Canadian.
Known by the company it keeps.

tAltAin

•••••••

:":

EDITOR'S
NOTE:
Below
are authoritative answers by
the Veterans Administration to
some of the many current
questions from former servicemen and their families. Further information on veterans
benefits may be obtained at
any VA office.
Q — My mother died recent-

office.
form

When
should

the VA

completed
to

which

Besure to show the option
under which
your insurance
will be paid upon your death;
i.e., in a lump sum or monthly payments. Any statement in
ly. She had been receiving a writing over your signature
pension as an unremarried clearly showing how you want
widow of a Spanish-American the insurance to be paid will
War veteran. Will the Veterans'be acceptable to the VA.

Administration reimburse me
lfor any of her burial expenses? I
A — The Veterans Administration

permitted

is

to

Veterans

55.09
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•••
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...it calls for
glasses!
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NO MONEY
DOWN
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NO
PAYMENT TIL
FEBRUARY 69

Frigidaire 1968
Jet Action WASHER
has DPC For
Pio4ran Fabrics!
•ImiliPiniletbonmibidmilbilli
sailsir miaow hs,

FRIGIDAIRE MT ACTION WASRML
MODEL WAN SNOWCREST WHITE
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NO CHARGE

Tod 751it SERVICE and PASTS

••SON,,,,,••••••• NO OIARDS

3rd TEAR SERVICE end PARTS

...NO CHARON

401 TEAR SERVICE and PARTS

NO CHARS(

1* YEAR SERVICtined PARTS

NO CHUGS

TOTAL COST # $11

5

FOR 5 FULL YEARS

IMO

Frigidaire Elec. Automatic Dr/4w

FRIGIDAIRE ELEC. DRYER
$1399.
MODEL DAN SNOviCREST writ

1st TEAR SERVICE sod PARTS

,,,*do goo..••1110 CHARS'

Dud TIA1 SERVICE and PARTS

al=
MAKES YOU LOOK
(.
OLDER THAN YoU ARE

314 YEAR SERVICE

NO CHARGE

ea PARTS ,

• Imo mums

4Hir MA SERVICE sod PARTS

NO CHAIM
.

Euk tona nowt somuraats

10010'011116ER
Get

•

No mums

TOTAL COST # $13r
FOR 5 FULL YEARS

LICK BLACK

All Models of Frigidaire Washers and Dryers
Carry the Same 5-Tear Written Guarantee

AT YOUR DRUGGIST

$ on** b•moinielde Womb*
To fit Any Ms_il MIMI

•

4 Allow•lisymideoldn Dry*:
To Misty Nord& Nine

YOU USE

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
MORI

100

WDIA
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ACE APPlIANCE Co.
L E. GATLIN

EAST 101 Joashor
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1st TEAR SERVICE mid PARTS •

HOME
$250.00 DOWN _ 2467 Burns. 2-BedRoom Brick Large corner lot, seecrate dining room & carpet. B. Meeks
458-7517 — 386-9561

CAN

Wr
ear
ha
p

in

Why Sacrifice Qualiff, When You Can
'Get FRIGIDAIRE at These Low Prices

SINGLE MAN, 39, would like to become acquainted with professional
woman between the ages of ao and
40. I am a homeowner with automobile and steady job. Call 946.0397
after 5 p.m. Object is matrimony.

ONE Of AMERICA'S GREAT RADIO STATIONS

..

howd Pram
Prfeidalm

Co
"W

FLOOR leveling, foundation repair,
Sills joist replaced. Waterproofing.
15 yrs exp. Don't be gullible. Free
low mt. anytime. save 25 pet.. no
subcont. nin Northern (white) 323_
5870, 246-0445.

Church Of Cod In Christ
61th Annual Convocation
NOV. 5 NOY. 15

IS teas ONossabodl
floir•No Taw**

Administration,

The cross-country team of
LeMoyne — Owen will host a
three-way meet this Friday,
Nov. 8, on the CBC course.
Joining the Memphians in the
distance run will be Tougaloo
of Tougaloo, Miss., and Tuskegee, of Tuskegee, Ala.
Coach Jerry Johnson will
take his runners to Tuskegee,
Nov. 16. and close out the
season Nov. 23 at the Southern
Intercollegiate Athletic Conference meet in Atlanta.
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Classified Ad
Section

WELCOMES

Ose•oey
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Ace Appliance Co. Exclusive 5' Year Written Guarantee is DeliveredWith The
Purchase of Either Frigidaire Washer or Dryer

80104 NliSS

WDIA

••••

•••
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eMoyne To Host
A Three-Way Meet
OLD Mr. BOSTON

,,,,,,

"MIS IS ONE MORI REASON VINT MORE AND MORE PEOPLE BUY PROM Ail APPLIANCE'
10,1,199.099 1999.94199999.
Noolor to 0644••01
.
MI NIONNINI
INNS TOO
.

traQ—
iningi recently married. Are
there any forms for changing
the beneficiaries of my VA insurance?
A — Yes. VA Form 29-336 is

any

CLEAN & STYLE

BANKAMERICARO

FREE 3 YEAR SERVICE Within a 25-Mile Radius of Om City Limits of Memphis,Tenn.

A — No. A determination of
your entitlement will be made
by the VA when you apply for

for this purpose. You
obtain this form from

OUR
LAY
\ AWAY

5 Year Guarantee on Frigidaire Washers and Dryers
including Parts and Service at No Extra Cost

(*lust I file a claim with the
'Veterans Administration for
compensation in order to qualify for vocational rehabilitation

used
may

EXPERT STYLINC
83.59

11 F. HONOR

Ace Appliance Co. Offers You

make

burial expenses of war veterans only. This benefit cannot be extended to any dependents of veterans.
Q— I was retired from service because of a disability.

So full of
sunshine...

to
you

send your insurance premiums.

Payment of up to 5250 for the

MAW WNISKY-A 81E50 Of SELECTED MOUES. Sli YEARS OLD. RA.' 'ROOF. SEAGRAM DISTILLERS 40.

the

be forwarded

office

527‘..3619

14 N O. Main Court
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